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MARKET
INDICATORS

NATIONAL TV: STRONG

Second-quarter scatter
is moving above upfront
pricing, with most net-
works more than half-
way sold. Telecom,
pharmaceutical, movie
and fast-food wars are
fattening ad coffers.

NET CABLE: HEALTHY

January has not put the
freeze on scatter. First
quarter continues to
move along at a brisk
pace, driven by auto-
motive, movies and
wireless spending.

SPOT TV: ACTIVE

First-quarter business is
pacing ahead of last
year thanks to contin-
ued strength of automo-
tive and entertainment
spending. Financial andl
retail categories contin-
ue to be mixed.

RADIO: SOLID

Inventory in top markets
is tightening due to a
flood of broadcast and
cable sweeps tune -in

spots. National adver-
tising, pacing ahead of
local, is up about 19
percent over last year.

MAGAZINES: STEADY

New fragrances, cos-
metic and toiletry prod-
ucts and packaged
goods are healthy cate-
gories for women's
fashion/beauty and
men's lifestyle titles
in second quarter.



A CONTEST
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ENTER TO WIN 2 TICKETS TO T

45TH ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDS

Spa Treatments
Plus hir i Mah

GRAMMY
FEBRUARY 23.2003  EIAA ET/P1  CBS

This Could
Be You!

A Personal Stylist A Chauffeured Limo A Luxury Hotel Suite
(or two)

Personal Photographer, Personal Bodyguard, P.U.H. (weather permitting)

lo enter please provide the following:
NAME, TITLE, COMPANY, ADDRESS, DAYTIME TELEPHONE,
EMAIL, GENDER AND AGE* VIA:

EMAIL: celebrityforadayusmagazine.com
or

POSTCARD: Us Weekly Marketing Department
1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10104
or

FAX: 212 484- 3436

'You must be 21 or older to enter.

Entries must be received by February 10, 2003

Official Rules for "CELEBRITY FOR A DAY" Sweepstakes, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to legal U.S. residents who, as of January 28, 2003 are 21 yearsof age udder. Enter the "CELEBRITY FOR A SAY" Sweepstakes
by sending an e-mail to celebrItyforadayOusmagazinerom, or sending a fax addressed to Us Weekly, "CELEBRITY FOR A DAY" Sweepstakes at fax di (2121484-3436, or by mailing a 3x5 postcard to Us Weekly, "CELEBRI-
TY FOR A DAY" Sweepstakes, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, 2nd Flogs, New York, NY 10104. Postcard, fax, and e-mail entries must include your name, home address. age. telephone number, e-mail address (if you have
one) gender and employer (if applicaWel. Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 AM Eastern Standard Time on January 28, 2003. All entries must be received by 1159PM Eastern Standard Time on February 10, 2001 limit one
entry per person or email address. More than one entry from any person or e -mad address will void all entries from that person ore-mail address. In the event of any dispute as to who submitted an online entry (e-
mail), the entry shall be deemed submitted by the "authorized holder" of the r mail account. The "authorized holder" shall mean the natural person assigned to the e-mail address by an Internet access provider, on-
line service provider, or other organization that is responsible for assigning e-mail addresses for the domain associated with the submitted e-mail address (e.g., business, educational institution. etc.). No mechanical-
ly reproduced entries permitted. Not responsible for lost, late. misdirected. illegible or postage due entries. or entries containing incorrect or incomplete information. Not responsible forany problems or technical
malfunctions of any telephone, computer, on-line, or Internet systems or services. Entries become the property of the sponsors and will not be acknowledged or returned.One Prizewinner will be selected from a ran-
dom drawing held on or about February II. 2003 from among all eligible entries received. The Prizewinner will be notified by mail, telephone, or e-mall. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible entries received.
Prizewinner will receive, Limousine service within New York City on February 23, 2003 for the day and evening, ending at the hotel at the conclusion of the Grammy Awards ceremony, a photographer, a bodyguard, two
121 tickets to the Grammy Awards being held an February 23.2003. a day of beauty (for Prizewinner only) at a local NYC spa to beukted by Us Weekly, a stylist and a Personal Umbrella Handler (weather permitting),
a hotel suite at the Marriott Marquis lone suite based on double occupancy for the night of February 231 pre -ordered dinner for two by room service and a comprehensive picture book of the winner's day (total ap-
proximate retail value: 03,900.1. AN other expenses relating to the prize package not specified are the sole responsibility of Prizewinner. Travel to and from New York City is not included. Employees of Us Weekly LLC,
the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences MARAS), their affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising or promotional agencies, and their immediate family members and/or those living insame household are not eli-
gible. Void where prohibited. No substitution or transfer of prize permitted except as provided herein. All federal/state/local taxes are the sole responsibility of Prizewinner. Allfederal/state/1.a! laws and regulations
apply. Potential Prizewinner must execute an Affidavit of Eligibility/Release of Liability/Prize Acceptance form within 2 business days of notification. Noncompliance/return of prize notification as undeliverablewill re-
sult in disqualification and selection of an alternate winner. By entering, participants agree to release and hold harmless Us Weekly LLC, the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences (MARAS), their parent, sub-
s101ary and affiliated entities, directors, officers, employees, attorneys, agents, and representatives from any damage, injury, death, loss, claim, action, demand, or other liability that mayarise from their acceptance
and/or use of any prize or tiled participation in this promotion, or from any misuse, or malfunction of any prize awarded. Sponsors reserve the right to substitute prize of equal or greater value if prize (or any portion
thereof) is unavailable. Acceptance of prize constitutes consent to use Prizewinner's name and likeness for editorial, advertising and publicity purposes without additional compensation. except where prohibited by
law. Sponsors reserve the right to Mutuality any person tampering with the entry process, the operation of the vrebsite, or who is otherwise in violationor the Official Rule, Sponsors further reserve the right to can-
cel, terminate or modify the sweepstakes In the event the sweepstakes is not capable of completion as planned, including infection by computer virus. bugs tamperingor technical failures of any kind. By participat-
ing, entrants agree to be bound by these Official Rules and the decision of the judges By participating, entrants consent to receive notification of futurepromotions, advertisements or solicitations by or from Us Week-
ly or any other Sponsor via email, direct mail. or other means of communication. for name of Prizewinner, after February 11, 2003 send a separate, stamped, self-addressed. No 10 envelope to "CELEBRITY FOR A DAY"
Sweepstakes. Attn: Marketing Department. Us Weekly. 1290 Avenue on the Americas. New York, NY 10104 Washington and Vermont residents may omit return postage



At Deadline
I BURGESS NAMED HOUSE & GARDEN PUBLISHER
Lori Burgess, most recently publisher of Hachette Filipacchi
Media's Elle magazine, is returning to Conde Nast Publica-
tions to become publisher of House & Garden. Burgess
replaces Brenda Saget, publisher of House & Garden since
1999, who resigned last week to spend more time with her
family; Saget's last day was Jan. 31. Burgess served as pub-
lisher of Conde Nast's Mademoiselle prior to its closing. H&G
raised its circulation rate base by 25,000 to 800,000 with
the February issue and is up in ad pages 14.6 percent so far
this year to 108, according to the Magazine Monitor.

I WDOMVELL, G+J RIFT CUTS DEEPER
According to new court documents filed by
Rosie O'Donnell and her attorneys, G+J USA
adjusted Rosie magazine's financial books and
records in order to prevent her from extricating
herself from her deal with the publisher.
O'Donnell also claims G+J USA made "poor
business decisions," such as setting Rosie's
circulation rate base too high, creating a poor
newsstand -distribution plan and making the ini-
tial subscription price too low. G+J USA
responded that either side had the option to
terminate the joint venture and claimed that its
original newsstand sales estimates for the six-
month period ended in June 2002 were accu-
rate. "In the magazine business in general, and
specifically for a title such as Rosie that has a
large part of its circulation from newsstand
sales, at any point the financial statements
include estimates for newsstands sales levels
for the past several months," G+J USA respond-
ed. "Subsequent adjustments to the earnings
for actual newsstand sales required adjust-
ments for only 6,000 newsstand copies-a
financial impact of less than $10,000." G+J
USA Publishing and O'Donnell last fall filed
breach of contract lawsuits against each other,
with each claiming more than $100 million in
damages after O'Donnell walked away from
Rosie magazine.

I MSN, LENDIETRIE IV 810M AD DEAL
Microsoft's MSN online property today is expected to
announce a strategic alliance with online lending exchange
LendingTree. The two parties say the deal, which involves co -
marketing of each other's properties on the Web, will be worth
more than $10 million over the course of the multyear agree-
ment. The deal involves integrated ad placements for Lend-
ingTree on online versions of CNBC, on MSN Money and

MSNBC.com. MSN will also host the online portion of the
Today show's programming on money management.

I NBC GIVES FALCO EXTRA STRIPE, DUTIES
Randy Falco, NBC Network president since July 1998, was
given an expanded role with a new title of group president,
NBC Television Network. In addition to his current responsibil-
ities, Falco adds oversight of corporate business develop-
ment, cable distribution and strategy, production operations
and information technology. He continues to oversee ad
sales and marketing, broadcast standards, research, network
operations and affiliate relations. Falco's promotion comes in
the wake of the recent departure of Andy Lack, who left his

post as NBC president to take the tob job at
Sony Music Entertainment.

Clear Channel chief
Lowry Mays plays tough

defense in D.C. Page 6
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Market Profile 12

11) 24

Magazines 34

1 RADIO AD REV. GREW 6% IN 2002
Ending the year on a high note, radio advertis-
ing revenue totaled $19.6 billion in 2002, an
increase of 6 percent over 2001, according to
figures released last Friday by the Radio Adver-
tising Bureau during its annual convention in
New Orleans. National advertising was the
industry's strongest segment, up 13 percent,
while local gained 4 percent. Radio's total take
was only slightly short of 2000's record revenue
of $19.8 billion. In the fourth quarter, total rev-
enue gained 11 percent, with national up 24
percent and local up 8 percent. For 2003, Gary
Fries, RAB president, is forecasting a revenue
increase of 6 percent to 8 percent.

1 LIN SONORAN CASTING FOR FISHER?
Financially troubled Fisher Communications
may be selling its radio and TV station proper-
ties to LIN TV Corp. and Sonoran Capital. Seat-
tle -based Fisher, which owns 12 TV stations
and 28 radio stations in the Northwest, has
struggled because of the soft advertising econ-
omy, coupled with a burdensome $307 million
of debt. Last week, Fisher clinched a deal to
sell Georgia Fox affiliates WFXG-TV in Augusta
and WXTX-TV in Columbus for $40 million to
Southeastern Media Holdings. Fisher hired

investment bank Goldman Sachs & Co. last November to
explore various strategic options. LIN is said to have made a
possible side deal with Clear Channel communications to sell
Fisher's 28 radio properties. Sonoran Capital is an invest-
ment fund run by the former founders of billboard company
Outdoor Systems, which was sold to Infinity Broadcast Corp.
for $8.7 billion in 1999. (continued on page 36)
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Reality Check
Station execs are conflicted by ratings gains and content concerns

TV PROGRAMMING By A. J. Frutkin and Sandy Brown

w
ith an unprecedented number
of reality shows on the net-
works' schedules for the Feb-
ruary sweeps, ratings for the
book are likely to rise over last
year in many markets. Such
an outcome could be a boon
to station owners, but many
of them are conflicted about

the pros and cons of the reality genre.
Most station executives welcome the ratings

boosts that these shows can provide, but some
say they are looking for more consistency in
network scheduling, and add that the question-
able content in some non -scripted programs has
the potential to alienate local advertisers.

"We are concerned about [the networks]
pushing the envelope too far," said Jack Sander,
president of the Belo Corp. TV Group, owner
of Dallas/Ft. Worth ABC affiliate WFAA-TV,
Seattle NBC affiliate KING -TV and Tucson,
Ariz., Fox affiliate ICMSB-TV. Although San-
der and other station execs say reality shows

such as CBS' Survivor and Fox's American Idol
have proven advertiser -friendly, risque content
in more recently launched programs like Fox's
Joe Millionaire is making local vendors skittish.

"There is a split of advertisers who gravitate
toward and away from [reality] in general," said
Larry Wert, president/general manager of
NBC's owned -and -operated WMAQ in Chi-
cago. Wert added that movie studios and fast-
food brands looking for a broad reach fit in well
with reality programming. But blue-chip adver-
tisers like Lexus and Cadillac dealers tend to opt
out of local avails in such programming, he said.

In general, advertisers continue to deride
sweeps periods because networks traditionally
stunt in order to artificially raise ratings for
those books. With so much reality in the mix,
that axiom clearly will hold true this month.
CBS launches Survivor: The Amazon on Feb.
13, Fox airs Joe Millionaire's finale on Feb. 17,
and ABC has scheduled The Bachelorette's two-
hour finale on Feb. 19. Meanwhile, ABC is
launching two new non -scripted series: Are You

Copycat Contest Shows Get Fast -Tracked
As Fox's American Idol continues its
hot streak, a rush of new contesting
shows are on order to meet viewers'
appetite for pratfalls or triumphs.

Last week, VH1 said it will add the vocal
competition Destination Diva: The Search for
a Superstar to its schedule on March 14,
and ABC Family announced that it will bring
back Dance Fever, where couples will boogie
down in their hometowns for a chance to
compete in a Las Vegas dance -off. Fever will
premiere in June.

"People don't want to just watch celebri-
ties-they want to participate," said VH1 gen-
eral manager Christina Norman about Desti-
nation Diva, which will climax with the winner
singing on VH1's annual Divas concert.

Though a premiere date has not been set,
UPN has blueprinted America's Next Top Mod-
el, created and judged by Tyra Banks, and Fox

will check out canine hotties in a March 3
special, Miss Dog America. According to Star-
com Entertainment's file on series in devel-
opment, director Renny Harlin is peddling the
tentatively titled Wanna Be a Movie Star?,
which is based on a popular Finnish series,
while Sony Pictures is resurrecting The Gong
Show. "There is so much potential upside to
these shows that [networks] will just keep
churning them out," said Brad Adgate, execu-
tive vp of research at Hori-
zon Media. "It doesn't cost
a lot to produce, and it
brings in a [young] audience
that advertisers want."

Latham Entertainment
(producer of The Original
Kings of Comedy) has
signed Miller Brewing as the
key sponsor of a comedy -
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Model

behavior:

Tyra Banks

is the creator
of a new
model -search

show for UPN.

Hot pocket: ABC's

upcoming Are You

Hot?will show-
case men and

women in various

stages of undress.

Hot? The Search for America's Sexiest People on
Feb. 13 and I'm a Celebrity... Get Me Out of
Here! on Feb. 19, leading out of The Bache-
lorette. And American Idol 2 most likely will
dominate for Fox on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
throughout the February ratings book.

For Fox affiliates that suffered through the
fourth quarter of 2002, the return of Idol and
the popularity of Joe Millionaire is a welcome
turn of events-content issues notwithstanding.
"Who doesn't value a hit?" said Bill Butler, vp
of group programming and promotions for
Sinclair Broadcast Group, which owns 19 Fox
stations. Reality shows, Butler said, "counter -

contest project called Kings and Queens of
Comedy Search and is looking for a network
partner. More documentary than reality
show, the concept focuses on the struggle
by stand-up comedians to get started. Lath-
am is looking to sell Search as a 13 -part
series or a series of specials.

"It's nonthreatening TV," said Kathryn
Thomas, associate director of Starcom En-
tertainment, noting that song, dance or com-
edy competitions are fairly innocuous next to
more risque reality fare. Moreover, adds Bob
Rood, Optimedia executive vp/director of
national electronic media, there are greater

marketing and promotion
opportunities for advertis-
ers in contest series and
specials. "There are
some endemics that are
more organic to that envi-
ronment," said Flood,
who cited hair -care prod-
ucts as one likely pros-
pect. -Megan Larson

S



balance other program trouble spots [and] give
our advertisers opportunity to get into hot pro-
gramming. And our sales force needs to be sell-
ing short cycles, not only a 52 -week cycle."

Yet Butler said Sinclair has registered its
concerns about reality -show content with the
nets. "That kind of feedback has to do with a
program's taste and appropriateness," Butler
said, adding that the networks have been recep-
tive to such discussions. "Reality programming
is a learning experience for everyone."

The networks seem to agree. "It's a diverse
country, and standards are different," said Pre-
ston Beckman, executive vp of strategic pro-
gram planning at Fox Broadcasting. "We all
have an obligation to get product to stations in
enough time so they can screen it and deal with
local issues."

But Beckman also stressed Fox's support of
Joe's content. "It's a comedy," he said. "We
don't believe the show is doing anything that's
problematic. Not only is it providing an enor-
mous lead-in to late news, but the smart sta-
tions are parlaying that audience with stories
that can carry viewers through."

As much as content may impact local sta-
tions, so does consistency. Reality shows may
fix a hole in a network's schedule-they may
even nicely inflate ratings for the current
book-but they can't stay on the air for 40
weeks at a time. Nor do they have syndication
value. Reality can offer the nets a quick fix, but
stations seem more focused on long-term goals.

"Any good programming lineup has a bal-
ance between dramas, comedies, newsmaga-
zines-and there's a place for reality in that
mix," said Belo's Sander. "But history has
shown that if you put all your eggs in one bas-
ket, it usually spells big trouble."

On the national front, the sheer volume of
reality shows launching, ending, or just airing
in the current sweeps also may alter the out-
come of the networks' February ratings battle.

NBC remains the favorite; the network has
dominated the delivery of adults 18-49 in
sweeps months for more than a year. And with
huge hits ranging from Friends to Law dr Order,
it's still the network to
beat. "But an upset is
more of a possibility
than it was a month
ago," said John Rash,
senior vp/director of
broadcast negotiations
at Campbell Mithun.

What could hurt
NBC is the fact that it
lacks a hot reality prop-
erty. "They have Fear
Factor, but that's not
what's sizzling right

Sander: Beware the
reality envelope.

now," said Stacey Lynn Koerner, senior vp/
director of broadcast research at Initiative Me-
dia. "The three -pronged [reality] hit of ABC,
CBS and Fox could impact the 18-49 fortunes
of NBC, particularly on the 18-34 side."

With the strength of American Idol and Joe
Millionaire, Fox is nipping at NBC's heels, and
NBC knows it. "It's going to be a tough race
for us," said Mitch Metcalfe, NBC senior vp of
program planning and scheduling.

Even if NBC can maintain its lead, the race
is sure to be tighter. "The gap between No. 1
and No. 4 probably will be a lot narrower than
in previous sweeps," said Fox's Beckman.

Because reality fare brings more younger
viewers to television, Koerner predicted that
overall TV usage will be up in the current
sweeps. And even though critics of the genre
cite its lack of repeatability, Koerner noted that
reality's water -cooler status may make viewers
watch the shows, and their commercial inven-
tory, more attentively.

"People have to watch that episode, that
day, to know what went on and talk about it
with friends and colleagues on the following
day," Koerner said. "So that means there's
more real-time viewing of reality versus oth-
er formats."

Advertisers Revisit Reality
With audience shares in the 20s, A -list sponsors are warming up to genre

NETWORK TV By John Consoli

M
ainstream advertisers are looking at
broadcast network reality shows with
a less jaundiced eye these days, as
droves of young, upscale viewers are

watching the programs in record numbers.
"Many of these shows are getting close to a

20 share of audience, so the model is working
right now," said Jon Nesvig, president of sales
for Fox Broadcasting, whose network is reap-
ing the biggest benefits of the surge in interest.

Acknowledging that there was some adver-
tiser apprehension prior to the first airing of the
Fox reality show Joe Millionaire, Nesvig said
that after the first episode set some Fox time -
period ratings records in adults 18-49 and 18-
34, big -brand advertisers have willingly taken
time on the show. Some, he added, have
declined their veto power and allowed their ads
to be moved into the show for makegoods,
while others have bought Joe in scatter. Among
the advertisers appearing during the first
month's episodes are McDonald's, Burger
King, KFC, Pizza Hut, Taco Bell, Chili's, Visa,
Mastercard, Chrysler, Pfizer, Bristol-Myers
Squibb, the Army, Coke and Pepsi.

"If you have programs doing big ratings and
there are no issues with content, the advertis-
ers will support them," Nesvig said. "There is
no violence and no sex, although it might in
some cases be implied. But they are no different
than adult scripted shows."

Sales president Mike Shaw of ABC, which
has enjoyed back-to-back successful runs of The
Bachelor and The Bachelorette, believes advertis-
ers no longer view reality shows "as one ubiq-
uitous mass." Rather than rule out advertising
on the genre, they are willing to look at each
individual show more carefully, Shaw said. He

added that ABC has
signed three major spon-
sors, whose deals include
product integration, for
the March premiere of
reality/variety show All
American Girl. "They
signed on after listening
to the producers' vision
of the show," Shaw said.

ABC is selling adver-
tisers on the concept that El

reality shows can add
reach to their buys. For
example, a three -show buy of ABC's According
to Jim, Life With Bonnie and The Bachelorette
increases an advertiser's adults 18-34 reach by
36 percent over a package that includes the first
two shows, plus George Lopez and The Practice.
"That's a pretty big deal," Shaw said.

"Reality shows are bringing in more 18-34
viewers, who are light TV viewers and may not
usually be watching TV at all," said one media
buyer. That fact isn't lost on Shaw. "This is a
big opportunity for the networks to get these
younger viewers to sample some of our other
shows," said the ABC sales chief. "They are
tomorrow's viewers."

Despite its current success, the reality genre
will not dominate prime time in the long-term,
Nesvig and Shaw said. "We're not abandoning
scripted programming," said Shaw. "We have
over 100 scripted projects in the works for next
fall, and about 30 will go to pilot."

"It's a genre that tickles the audience's fan-
cy right now," added Nesvig. "But TV goes
in cycles. They said sitcoms were dead before
Seinfeld came along."

Nesvig is moving

more reality spots
in scatter for Fox.
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What's Ahead
For Ted?
Turner expected to remain a player

THE INDUSTRY By Megan Larson

0
ne thing is for certain: Turner Broad-
casting will never be quite the same
without "The Mouth of the South"
looking after its interests. Ted Turner,

one of the most influential figures in the media
for more than 30 years, resigned as vice chair-
man of AOL Time Warner last Wednesday as
the company posted an astonishing $98.7 bil-
lion loss for 2002, a record for a U.S. company.

Few analysts would venture a guess as to
what the mercurial Turner may do next, but
all agreed that AOL and especially its Turner-
created cable networks-CNN, TNT, TBS
and Cartoon Network-will have less spirit
in his absence. "When you lose someone like
[Turner], you lose a spark," said Sanford
Bernstein analyst Tom Wolzien.

Turner said in a statement that he will focus
on his philanthropic activities and other busi-
nesses. In recent months, Turner had been very
vocal about his dissatisfaction with the way
AOL Time Warner has been run post -merger
and his hurt feelings over being given a title
with little power at the company. Along with
Liberty Media chief John Malone and Capitol
Group's Gordon Crawford, fellow major share-
holders in AOL, Turner played a key role in
forcing chairman Steve Case's recent resigna-
tion. It's been suggested that the three might
join forces to make a run at the company, or
parts of it. Turner has not decided on whether
to give up his seat on the AOL board.

"My sense is that after a brief hiatus, he
would want a place in the media environment,
but I just can't see Malone and Turner working
happily together," said Sandra Kresch, president
of media consultancy PSD International.

AOL executives stress that CNN and the
other Turner nets are not for sale. Still, ana-
lysts wonder if they could lose value as they
are further integrated into A0I2s entertain-
ment portfolio, sans Ted. "Turner built media
businesses," said Kresch. "The intense focus
on nurturing the cable assets will be missing."

Turner spokesman Brad Turell sees it dif-
ferently. "Ted will always loom very large at
Turner," Turell said. "He mentored a lot of
people here, made people rich and built ca-
reers. Those relationships do not end. Peo-
ple like Ted Turner do not just walk off into
the sunset."

Mays Tries to Clear the Air
Clear Channel CEO defends tactics to Commerce panel on radio consolidation

WASHINGTON By Todd Shields

Apublic grilling from tart -tongued Sen.
John McCain (R -Ariz.) isn't the most
comforting experience. But although
Clear Channel Communications CEO

Lowry Mays suffered before McCain's Com-
merce Committee last week, senators defend-
ed the deregulation that let the company grow
into an irresistible target. At the same time, the
hearing may have vaulted radio payola from
obscure issue to national controversy.

Two weeks earlier, Republicans and Dem-
ocrats alike criticized media bigness. At the Jan.
30 hearing, GOP lawmakers praised radio
consolidation and said Congress should
do nothing, at least until the Federal
Communications Commission com-
pletes its ongoing review of ownership
rules. "This is called the marketplace,
and it seems to be working," said Sen.
Robert C. Smith (R-N.H.). Sen. Trent
Lott (R -Miss.) said radio is healthier than
before the 1996 Telecommunications Act
eased ownership rules, letting CC grow
from fewer than 40 stations to 1,225.

Mays denied suggestions CC with -

sophisticated system to skirt the payola law."
Mays countered that CC employees do not

accept payment for airplay. He said record
companies should stop paying the independent
promoters who flog songs to radio compa-
nies-yet he admitted his company takes pay-
ment from the independent promoters, in
return granting them access to CC's research.
The company has said such fees bring in
$10-$12 million annually-a tiny fraction of
Clear Channel's $3.2 billion in annual revenue.

The exchanges left some curious. "I'd like
to know more about payola," said Sen. Kay Bai-

CC'S CONCERT CLOUT IN TOP MARKETS
NO.OF

VENUES

RADIO

STATIONS

TOTAL AVERAGE

QTR. -HOUR SHARE

NEW YORK 6* 5 22.0%
LOS ANGELES 3 11 20.8%
CHICAGO 4 6 22.5%
SAN FRANCISCO 6** 8 20.0%
DALLAS 1 6 14.2%
'Includes venues in Long Island and New Jersey "Includes Oakland and San Jose

Sources: Company reports, Arbitron Fall 2002 survey. BIA Financial Network

holds airplay from artists who do not use the
company's many concert venues, an accusa-
tion raised by McCain. Mays also told sena-
tors CC is not operating the "automated
jukeboxes" that critics perceive, but is deliv-
ering locally tailored news and music.

Democrats seemed little persuaded. Sen.
Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.), for instance, criti-
cized "absentee landlord" radio ownership. But
perhaps the most incendiary attacks came from
another witness, rocker Don Henley, who said
record and radio companies engage in "a very

ley Hutchison (R -Texas). Other members of
Congress already are outraged. They include
Sen. Russ Feingold (D-Wis.), whose bill to
squelch anti -competitive radio practices was
the subject of the hearing, and Rep. Howard
Berman (D -Calif.). "This is an issue Congress
has to deal with," Berman told the committee.
McCain said he would convene more hearings,
including one devoted to TV rules. "I hope this
will spur more national debate," he said. If it
does, CC and other radio giants could be in for
another grilling. --with Katy Bachman

NBA Is Ahead at Halftime
ESPN, ABC posting solid ratings, Turner flat so far; ad inventory is moving

TV SPORTS By John Consoli

Heading into its midseason All -Star
Weekend this Friday, the NBA's ratings
on TNT and ESPN are meeting ex-
pectations of both league officials and

advertisers, and sales levels at both networks are
solid. However, some media buyers say they
will be monitoring the second half of the sea-
son closely to see if the single Sunday "Game

of the Week" schedule that will begin on ABC
next week will be as beneficial to clients as the
double- and triple -headers that aired Sundays
on NBC under the NBA's old TV contract.

In its first season of televising the NBA,
ESPN through 37 telecasts is averaging a 1.3
household cable universe rating, a 1.2 among
men 18-49 and a 1.4 in men 18-34. ESPN's
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Huge: 3.3 million homes tuned in to last month's
Yao Ming-Shaquille O'Neal showdown on ESPN.

ratings on Wednesdays and Fridays are up 33
percent in households over the NBA games
that aired on the same nights last season.
Household universe ratings for TNT's ex-
clusive Thursday -night doubleheaders have
averaged a 1.2, flat with last season. Some
buyers said they had expected the exclusive
window to produce higher ratings.

ABC's limited coverage (three weekend
telecasts so far) is up 11 percent in homes over
the comparable games on NBC last season.

One top sports buyer said that while he is
"not unhappy" with the ratings so far, he would
"prefer more games on broadcast, to get more
bang for the buck in one shot."

Gregg Winik, NBA executive vp, said that

the league believes it made the right decision
by cutting back to just one broadcast -network
game weekly in the second half of this season.
"But if we need to shift the schedule next sea-
son, we can do what's best for both [the league
and the networks]," Winik said.

Trish Frohman, senior vp of Turner Sports
Sales, said Turner is 80 percent to 85 percent
sold on its NBA telecasts and that revenue is up
60 percent over last season. In addition to new
sponsors, including Gatorade, many returning
advertisers, such as Miller beer, "have expanded
their ad presence significantly," Frohman said.

TNT's exclusivity on Thursday nights and
its rights to the All -Star Game and Western
Conference finals "made very powerful pack-
ages" with regular -season sales, Frohman said.

Frohman said TNT's coverage of All -Star
Weekend has been sold out for weeks. The
Sunday -night All -Star Game telecast last season
earned an 8.2 household rating on NBC. Buyers
say it needs to draw a 5.0 on TNT for it to be
considered a success in its first airing on cable.

After sluggish ad sales early in the season,
ESPN/ABC is nearly 75 percent sold on its
remaining NBA coverage through the playoffs,
said Ed Erhardt, president of ESPN/ABC
Sports Customer Marketing and Sales.

3 Years of Spanish Lessons
Arbitron needs that long to weight Hispanic sample; radio owners irked

RESEARCH By Katy Bachman

Spanish-language radio broadcasters had
strong words last week for Arbitron,
which said it will need three years to
properly weight its sample of Hispanic

listeners by language preference. "It's too little,
too late," said Bill Tanner, an executive vp for
Spanish Broadcasting System. "Arbitron admit-
ted that language preference can affect esti-
mates. The estimates are simply wrong."

The issue first arose when Arbitron released
its Summer 2002 survey, which showed a pre-
cipitous drop in audience share for Spanish -
language stations in Los Angeles and other
markets. Arbitron promised in November that
it would weight its Hispanic sample by lan-
guage, but it didn't say when.

Arbitron blamed the long timeline on its
antiquated software and processing system,
which needs an overhaul. Calling last week's
announcement a "first step," Owen Charlebois,
Arbitron president of U.S. media services, said
the company would hold a conference call with
clients on Feb. 6: "We will discuss this and oth-
er initiatives designed to enhance our Hispanic

measurement service in a way that balances the
interests of all our customers," Charlebois said.

An interim proposal from Arbitron-to
institute weighting in its Hispanic market ser-
vice-also was met with skepticism. The ser-
vice, which summarizes ratings for Hispanic
radio stations over a six-month period, is cur-
rently used only by agencies-broadcasters
don't subscribe. "To get accurate numbers, now
we have to spend more money," argued Tanner.

Arbitron's focus on its Spanish -language
clients has general -market broadcasters worried
the changes are being made at their expense.
While Hispanic station shares bounced back in
the Fall 2002 survey, other broadcasters saw
theirs drop. "Anglo stations lost more than 3
percent audience share in Los Angeles-that's
the equivalent of $35 million to $40 million
revenue a year," said John Davison, president
and general manager of ABC Radio's L.A. sta-
tions. ABC, Clear Channel and Infinity Broad-
casting are launching a formal inquiry into the
Fall book. "It seems like Arbitron has bought
the Hispanic vote," Davison said.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. TV AND RADIO STATIONS

Viacom, Tribune and Pepsi
Test Cross -Media Strategy
BY KATY BACHMAN AND REBECCA FLASS

A local half-hour TV show on Saturday nights
in Washington is taking product placement to a
new level. Pepsi's Project X, the half-hour week-
ly program created and produced for Pepsi by
Alexandria, Va.-based Synergy Media Group,
is a blend of an infomercial, MTV -like videos
and live entertainment.

Hosted by local radio personalities, Project
Xis also a one -of -a -kind multimedia play that is

WHFS-FM personality Vanessa (r.) interviews

members of local band Black Ant on Project X.

cross -promoting the Pepsi brand on local radio
and TV stations in Washington.

After a successful 13 -episode test run last
year on WBDC-TV, Tribune Broadcasting's
WB affiliate in Washington, Pepsi is current-
ly mulling a proposal from Synergy to roll the
show out in the coming months on local TV
stations in an additional 13 markets-Los
Angeles; Chicago; Philadelphia,
San Francisco; Boston; Dallas;
Detroit; Houston; Seattle; At-
lanta; Baltimore; Syracuse,
N.Y.; and Columbia, S.C. After
a hiatus, WBDC welcomed
Project X back to its Saturday -
night lineup last weekend.

Project X is more involved than other brand-
ed entertainment efforts, such as the Coca-
Cola sponsored WB summer series Young
Americans and Fox's Murder in Small Town X,
which featured scenes in a Taco Bell restaurant.
"This is a step above product placement," said

"Ws better than
a traditional info-
mercial...and
doesn't look like a
paid show." MARTIN

Mitch Litvak, president of LA Office, a Los
Angeles entertainment consulting firm. "The
risks are much greater, but the return for some-
thing that really works is much greater, too."

Although Pepsi would not disclose what it
paid for the show and also declined to com-
ment for this story, John Baer, president and
chief creative officer of Synergy, said the cost
for Pepsi in Washington has been about 60 per-
cent less than a traditional media buy.

On its infomercial-like strategy, Synergy's
plan is to purchase half-hour time blocks on
local TV stations for the show and then part-
ner with local radio stations for promotion
spots in exchange for access to their on -air per-
sonalities, who host the show from a live event.
For the Washington pilot, which targeted
teens, Synergy bought the 10:30-11 p.m. Sat-
urday time slot on WBDC.

To host the show, Synergy turned to two
young -skewing FM radio stations owned by
Viacom's Infinity Broadcasting, top -rated Ur-
ban WPGC and Modern Rock WHFS. WP -
GC evening personalities Floor and Rane host-
ed all 13 shows, along with appearances by
other WHFS and WPGC personalities.

"It's exposure you can't buy," said Baer, who
estimated the value of the TV exposure for the
Infinity stations at about $1 million. In ex-
change for hosting, the radio stations aired a
schedule of spots promoting the TV show.

"It's a slick way to promote
our talent, plus our call letters
and ID are featured throughout
the show. It's MTV -type stuff
and first-class," said Jay Stevens,
vp of programming for Infinity's
Washington stations. WPGC's
ratings were up in the Fall Arbi-

tron book, to a 6.9 overall share. WBDC also
came out ahead; Project X's initial 13 episodes
earned a respectable 1.0 rating and 2 share
overall, and a 2.0 rating among teens.

Synergy reports it is in talks with TV groups
including Tribune, Sinclair Broadcast Group

and Fox, and radio groups including Infinity,
Clear Channel and Emmis Communications to
bring Project X to other markets. Although the
D.C. pilot targeted teens, Pepsi is also looking
at versions that could target other demos, such
as a Country audience, Baer said.

"It was a good business decision for us," said
Jerry Martin, vp/general manager of WBDC.
"It's better than a traditional infomercial, be-
cause it has entertainment value and doesn't
look like a paid show."

But now that there's more demand for the
station's inventory, Martin has moved the show
back from 10:30 to midnight on Saturdays, fol-
lowing Showtime at the Apollo and Weekend Vibe,
which target young African American viewers.

"The key to Project X will be if Pepsi decides
to fund it, and if [Synergy] is able to clear the
top markets," Martin said.

LOS ANGELES RADIO STATIONS

Entravision's Party
Based on the success of its new English -lan-
guage Party format, which premiered last
September on the company's KKDL-FM in
Dallas, Hispanic broadcaster Entravision Com-
munications has launched a similar format
simulcast on KSSC-FM in Santa Monica,
Calif., and KSSD-FM in Newport Beach, Calif.

Known for its Spanish -language program-
ming, Entravision wasn't left with a lot of
choices for Spanish -language programming in
L.A., which has become an increasingly frag-
mented Hispanic market.

The new format is more mainstream, tar-
geting 18 -to -34 -year -olds with core artists such
as Kylie Minogue, Bob Marley, Moby, Dirty
Vegas and Madonna. "It also has strong appeal
for English -dominant Hispanics," said Haz
Montana, vp of programming for Entravision,
who noted that about 40 percent of KKDL's
audience is Hispanic.

The move follows Entravision's purchase at
the beginning of the year of KLYY-FM, KV-
YY-FM and KSYY-FM from Big City for $137
million, giving the group six stations in the LA
market. Through a time -brokerage deal, En-
travision has been operating the Big City sta-
tions and moved its Super Estrella program-
ming, a Spanish Contemporary Hit Radio
format, from its KSSC, KSSD and KSSE to
the new stations. Entravision has yet to an-
nounce a new format for KSSE, which for the
time being will air Super Estrella. -KB
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Market Profile
BY CARRIE R. BEYLUS

The Tennessee State Capitol building (left), also known as the Parthenon, and Legislative Plaza.

Nashville, Tenn.
NASHVILLE, HOME OF THE COUNTRY MUSIC HALL OF FAME, THE GRAND OLE OPRY AND

many of the genre's biggest artists, is renowned as the birthplace and
protector of all things Country. More than that, though, the city, which
is the capital of Tennessee, has been recently heralded by Fortune

magazine as one of the top cities for work
and family in the nation. And Forbes has
named Nashville as one of the 25 cities like-
ly to have the country's highest job growth
over the next five years. The market's profile
has also been raised by the success of its
National Football League franchise the Ten-
nessee Titans, which reached the AFC
Championship game this season, losing to
the Oakland Raiders.

Nashville is the country's 30th -
largest television market with
879,000 TV households, ac-
cording to Nielsen Media Re-
search. The city proper's popula-
tion of more than 540,000 is
supported by state government
jobs and the country music indus-
try, including the year -and -a -half -
old headquarters of the Country
Hall of Fame and Museum in
downtown Nashville. Gaylord En -

a

tertainment Co., which co -owns Opry Mills,
a 1.2 million square -foot mall adjacent to the
Grand Ole Opry theater and Opryland Hotel,
as well as three radio stations in the market, is
headquartered in Nashville.

Rounding out the market's infrastructure
are the significant corporate presences of
companies including Saturn, Dell Comput-
ers, Genesco and Shoney's.

The National Hockey League's Nashville

Predators play in the Gaylord Entertainment
Center, but it's the Titans that are the hot
sports franchise in town. Both Landmark
Communications' WTVF, the market's CBS
affiliate, and WKRN, Young Broadcasting's
ABC affiliate, claim to be the official Titans
station. While WTVF carries the regular -sea-
son games thanks to CBS' AFC contract,
WKRN carries the Titan's preseason games.
WKRN is proudest of its coach's show, Mon-
day Night Live With Jeff Fisher (the Titans'
coach), which is hosted by the station's sports
director John Dwyer. The show airs before the
network's Monday Night Football.

Sinclair Broadcast Group's Fox affiliate
WZTV is also on the Titans bandwagon with
a recently reached agreement with the team
to air a 21 -week, half-hour magazine show to
be titled Titans Weekly starting next season.

Beyond the intense interest in the
Titans, the market's news leaders, WTVF
and Meredith Broadcasting Group's NBC
outlet WSMV, continue to seesaw in the
ratings. Longtime leader WSMV has lost
some ground to WTVF in recent books,
with the CBS affiliate winning every news-
cast from early morning through late night
in both Nielsen Media Research's May and
July sweeps last year.

However, the November book told a dif-
ferent story, one that also included third place
WKRN. The 5-5:30 p.m. local newscast slot
was won by WSMV with an 11.1 rating/20
share, topping WTVF's 10.1/18. The same
held true at 6-6:30 p.m., where the two sta-
tions' numbers were 11/19 and 10/17.

"We lost a little footing and are working
on paying attention to what the viewers want
to watch and what they want us to cover," says
WSMV general manager Steve Ramsey.

The early -morning news race saw
WTVF handily defeat WSMV overall. In
terms of talent shuffling, Bill Robertson
recently took over as morning news anchor

at WTVF. Bill Hall, the station's
longtime meteorologist, switched
from 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. to noon
and 5 p.m. Lisa Spencer has taken
over Hall's evening and late -night
duties, with Tim Ross replacing
Spencer in the morning.

WKRN will also be doing some
shifting of on -air staff in the com-
ing month or so. Victoria Hansen,
who has been anchoring the 5-7
a.m. and 4-5 p.m. news, will be

NIELSEN MONITOR PLUS

AD SPENDING BY MEDIA / NASHVILLE, T ENN.

Jan.-Dec. 2000
Spot TV $180,330,250
Local Newspaper $95,520,845
Spot Radio $45,448,984
Outdoor $16,404,712
Local Magazine $908,255
Total $242,183,946

Source: Nielsen Monitor -Plus

Jan. -Dec. 2001

$164,271,707
$90,280,781
$46.327,142
$15,186,212

$833,270
$225,785,061
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For more information on why 66% of American women

live the casual, comfortable lifestyle, as reported by the
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Market Profile

NEWSPAPERS: THE ABCS

Daily
Circulation

Sunday
Circulation

Daily Market
Penetration

Sunday Market
Penetration

Davidson County: 243,077 Households
The (Nashville) Tennessean 83,303 111,538 34.3% 45.9*

Rutherford County: 67,223 Households
Murfreesboro Daily News Journal 14,490 17,067 21.6% 25.4%
The Tennessean 12,351 19,916 18.4% 29.6%

Sumner County: 48,520 Households
The Tennessean 11,614 17,698 23.9% 36.5%

Williamson County: 45,556 Households
The Tennessean 22,322 29.066 49.0% 63.8%

Wilson County: 32,256 Households
The Tennessean 7,813 12,565 24.2% 39.0%

Robertson County: 19.800 Households
The Tennessean 4,674 7,584 23.6% 38.3%
Clarksville Leaf Chronicle 237 251 1.1% 1.2%

Dickson County: 16,624 Households
The Tennessean 2,962 4,827 17.8% 29.0%
Clarksville Leaf Chronicle 257 275 1.5% 1.6%

Cheatham County: 13,172 Households
The Tennessean 2,807 4,787 21.3% 36.3%
Clarksville Leaf Chronicle 130 170 1.0% 1.3%

Data is based on audited numbers published in the Audit Bureau of Circulations Oct. 3, 2002 County Penetration Report

RADIO LISTENERSHIP / NASHVILLE, TENN.

Share
Evening

Avg. Qtr. -Hour
Morning

STATION FORMAT Drive, 12+ Drive, 12+
WSIX-FM Country 8.8 5.7
WBUZ-FM Alternative 6.5 3.5
WQQK-FM Urban Adult Contemporary 6.2 4.9
WJXA-FM Soft Adult Contemporary 5.9 6.7
WVVTN-FM Talk/Personality 5.2 4.1
WRVW-FM Contemporary Hit Radio 5.3 6.2
WKDF-FM Country 5.2 4.8
WGFX-FM Adult Contemporary 4.7 1.9
WSM-AM Country 4.5 3.6
WMAK-FM Oldies 4.5 3.6
Source: Arbitron Summer 2002 Radio Market Report

moving to 4-4:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. Current
10 p.m. anchor Brette Lea will take over the
station's morning anchor slot.

"While we're happy with the progress our
news division has made, we're not yet where
we want to be," says Mark Arminio, WKRN
general sales manager. "We've got a really
strong news product that some folks haven't

found yet, but we see the gap between us and
them [WTVF and WSMV] narrowing all
the time."

During the February sweeps, WKRN will
air 15 episodes of Wheel of Fortune that were
filmed locally at the Grand Ole Opry at 6:30
p.m. The shows will feature 15 Country mu-
sic stars paired with local contestants gar-

nered from a contestant search conducted in
conjunction with Wheel of Fortune, WKRN
and area advertisers.

Over at WTVF, Paul Hostaba recently
took over gsm responsibilities. The station
had been operating without a top sales exec-
utive for several months. "I was looking for
someone all over the country, when it turned
out the right person was right here in
Nashville all along," says Debbie Turner,
WTVF gm. Hostaba was most recently the
president and gm at CMT, MTV Networks'
Country music cable network in Nashville.
Paxson Communications entered the DMA
with Pax TV affiliate WNPX-TV in 1997.

In an interesting sales development, Sin-
clair Broadcast Group recently signed an
agreement with Beverly Hills, Calif. -based
Lambert Broadcast Group, owner of
VVNAB, the market's WB affiliate, to have
WUXP and WZTV, Sinclair's UPN and
Fox affiliate duopoly in the market, manage
WNAB's ad sales, as well as oversee its tech-
nical administration.

While media buyers and broadcast sales
competitors in the market are using words
like triopoly to describe the relationship, J.P.
Hannan, senior vp of Lambert's broadcast
group, sees the Sinclair -owned stations'
staffers as local sales reps. "Our station was
struggling against the giants in the market,
so we crafted an arrangement that reduced
our cost structure and outsourced aspects of
the business to Sinclair's existing staff," ex-
plains Hannan.

While many media buyers agree with
Hannan's analysis that the three stations in
question combine to form a lesser market
share than the No. 1 station, there is a con-
sensus against one group having that kind of
power. Critics claim the three stations, all
with high concentrations of programming
targeting the favorable 18-34 demographic,
have too much pricing leverage.

"Their specific programming [incorpo-
rating UPN, Fox and WB shows] owns the
[18-34] demo, which gives them a great op-
portunity to pick up fast-food dollars on the
cheap," says one TV executive in the market,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

Competitive grumbling aside, WNAB's
Hannan thinks the arrangement is good for
his station, as well as the Nashville market in
general. "Viewers and advertisers alike now
have options," he says. "Frankly, I think this
is a potential model for other stations with
similar circumstances to ours."

How does cable see the Sinclair/Lambert
alliance? Dave Carter, area vp and gm of
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"The Difference

Between The Ordinary

and Extraordinary is

That Little extra":

Investor's Business
Daily Offers Several
Extraordinary Little Extras

Extra Passion-every IBD
reader has great passion in all
aspects of their lives, they invest
in a lifestyle that affords their
passions. They are driven to
succeed, have taken control of
their own destiny and enjoy the
financial independence that comes
with their success. Be it passion in
directing company budgets of
$ioo million, finding that perfect
vintage cabernet, or buying the
best luxury auto in the market
today, the IBD reader is a smart,
sophisticated purchaser.

Remarkable Demographics - that give you that
Extra Hit into reaching a very select and elite audience. IBD
readers are affluent, savvy and self -directed. They're successful
individuals with influential corporate positions, active lifestyles, a
strong interest in technology and substantial investment portfolios.
In fact, over 34% of IBD professional/managerial readers are C -Level

executives.*
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Extra Reach- IBD's low
duplication with major business
publications enables advertisers to
reach new potential customers in
their target audience. Remember,
reach is only important when you
are reaching the important... and
IBD will enhance your newspaper
campaign by delivering more gross
impressions, increasing your net
reach and lowering your overall
gross CPM!

Extra Savings- IBD's low out
of pocket cost helps the advertiser
to maintain impact when budgets
are tight. Our affordable frequency
keeps the advertiser plugged into a
virtually untapped, unduplicated

audience without compromising the rest of their plan. It's simple-
with IBD you pay less and reach more!

All of this adds up to Extraordinary ROI for advertisers. It's
GUARANTEED, or we'll run your ad for free! Call us today for
more information.

2002 Mendelsohn Affluent Survey

For more information on advertising opportunities, call us at (310) 448-6700 or visit www.investors.com/ibdadvertising today.

INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY'
THE #1 SOURCE FOR IDEAS THAT WORK

e, 2002 Investor's Business Daily, Inc. All rights reserved.



Market Profile
Market Link Nashville, AT&T Comcast's
cable Interconnect -which reaches 540,000
homes, about 98 percent of the wired house-
holds in the market -says that while he isn't
any happier about the deal than his broadcast
contemporaries, he's confident the cable net-
works on which he inserts locally have equal
ability to draw young viewers.

"In the 18-49 demo, UPN, Fox and the
WB offer the greatest competition," he says.
"Outside of their programming, cable owns
the demo with MTV, FX and other up-and-
coming [networks]."

To balance the young end of the demo,
Carter says buyers will either buy cable or
seek out specific programming on the big
three networks or a whole lot of the WB, Fox
and UPN. "This partnership is not particu-
larly good for the market or the advertisers.
It only benefits those involved and potential-
ly hurts the rest of us by further affecting the
already dipping cost per point," says Carter,
who added the cost per point in the market
has dropped to $140 in 2003 from roughly
$210 in 2000.

AT&T Comcast is the market's dominant
cable operator. Cable's penetration in the
DMA is 64 percent, just below the 69 percent
average of the top 50 markets (see Scarborough
chart on page 17). Carter is quick to point out
that the market's vast geographic size doesn't
allow cable to easily reach the roughly 40 per-
cent of households in the outlying rural loca-
tions. Those rural areas of the market are
prime targets for the satellite players, which
enjoy a 28 percent average penetration rate in
the Nashville DMA, well over the top 50-
market average take rate of 16 percent.

As for radio, Nashville is the nation's No.
44 market, and Clear Channel Communica-
tions is the clearly dominant player with five
stations (four FMs and one AM). All 5 sta-
tions rank in the top 12, with 3 in the top 10,
according to Arbitron's Fall 2002 book.

While it would seem logical that Nash-
ville would have more than one Country
radio station, the big competitive question is
whether the market can sustain the four that
are presently on the air.

Clear Channel's WSIX-FM is the market's
No. 1 Country station and second overall.
Citadel Communications Corp.'s WKDF-
FM is running second -it jumped from No.
9 overall in the Summer 2002 book to a tie
for fifth in the Fall book, thanks largely to its
recently -gained status as the flagship of the
Tennessee Titans Radio Network in the fall
of 2002. Sister Citadel station Adult Con-
temporary WGFX-FM had previously been

the radio home of the Titans.
The remaining Country stations in

Nashville are WSM-FM and WSM-AM,
third and fourth overall in the format respec-
tively. Both stations are owned by Gaylord
Entertainment, and the AM outlet has been
the home of the Grand Ole Opry since 1925,

RADIO OWNERSHIP

when it was called WSM Barn Dance. In
2001, the station took Country high-tech by
streaming GOO broadcasts on its Web site.
This past January, Gaylord Entertainment
fired the entire office staff of WSM-AM in
an effort to slice costs. Gaylord, however,
said that the station's (continued on page 17)

Owner Stations
Avg. Qtr. -Hour

Share
Revenue

(in millions)
Share of

Total
Clear Channel Communications 1 AM 4 FM 25.6 $24.3 34.3%
Gaylord Entertainment Co. 1 AM 2 FM 11.8 $11.7 16.5%
South Central Communications 2 FM 13.8 $9.9 13.9%
Citadel Communications 2 FM 7.5 $8.7 12.2%
Cumulus Broadcasting 3 FM 11.4 $5.9 8.3%
Cromwell Group 2 FM 6.0 $4.0 6.0%
Tuned In Broadcasting 1 FM 2.3 $1.3 1.7%

Includes only stations with significant registration in Aeoitron diary returns and licensed in Nashville or immediate area.
Ratings from Arbitron Summer 2002 book; revenue and owner information provided by BIA Financial Network.

NIELSEN RATINGS / NASHVILLE, TENN.
EVENING AND LATE -NEWS DAYPARTS, WEEKDAYS

Evening News
Time Network
4-4:30 p.m. CBS

ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS
ABC
Fox'
UPN"
WB'
Pax*
NBC
CBS
ABC
Fox*
UPN'
WB'
Pax'
NBC
CBS
ABC
UPN*
Fox*
WB'
Pax*

4:30-5 p.m.
5-5:30 p.m.

6-7 p.m.

6-6:30 p.m.

Late News
9-10 p.m.
10-10:30 p.m.

Fox
CBS
NBC
ABC
Fox*
UPN'

Pax"

Station Rating Share
WTVF 6.9 15
WKRN 4.9 11

WKRN 7.4 15
WSMV 11.1 20
WTVF 10.1 18
WKRN 7.5 13
WLIV 4.3 8

WUXP 1.8 3
WNAB 0.5 1

WNPX 0.5 1

WSMV 11.5 20
WTVF 10.2 17
WKRN 7.7 13
WLIV 4.0 7
WUXP 2.2 4
WNAB 1.2 2
WNPX 0.4 1

WSMV 10.7 17
WTVF 10.2 16
WKRN 7.7 13
WUXP 5.3 9

WZTV 3.7 6
WNAB 2.0 3
WNPX 0.2 0

WZTV 4.0 6

WTVF 13.6 22
WSMV 12.2 20
WKRN 8.2 14
WZTV 3.7 6
WUXP 2.9 5
WNAB 1.6 3
WNPX 0.4 1

'Non -news programming Source: Nielsen Media Research, November 2002
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Market Profile
SCARBOROUGH PROFILE

Comparison of Nashville
TO THE TOP 50 MARKET AVERAGE

DEMOGRAPHICS

Top 50 Market
Average %

Nashville
Composition %

Nashville
Index

Age 18-34 31 31 99.
Age 35-54 41 41 101.

Age 55+ 28 28 100

HHI $75,000+ 29 18 63

College Graduate 13 10 77

Any Postgraduate Work 11 8 78

Professional/Managerial 23 20 89

African American 13 11 86

Hispanic 13

MEDIA USAGE - AVERAGE AUDIENCES*
Read Any Daily Newspaper 55 44 78

Read Any Sunday Newspaper 64 52 81

Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 22 19 87

Total Radio Afternoon Drive M -F 18 16 86

Total TV Early News M -F 29 32 110

Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 39 38 98

Total Cable Prime 13 15 113

MEDIA USAGE - CUME AUDIENCES**
Read Any Daily Newspaper 75 63 85

Read Any Sunday Newspaper 77 66 86
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 76 75 99

Total Radio Afternoon Drive M -F 73 70 95

Total TV Early News M -F 70 73 104

Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 91 92 100

Total Cable Prime 59 66 112

MEDIA USAGE - OTHER
Accessed Internet Past 30 Days 60 55 91

HOME TECHNOLOGY
Own a Personal Computer 69 62 91

Purchase Using Internet 38 31 82

HH Connected to Cable 69 62 91

HH Connected to Satellite 16 28 170

#Respondent count too bw to report. *Media Audiences -Average: average issue readers for newspapers; average giarterbour
listeners within a specific daypart for radio; average half-hour viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cabe. -Media Audi-
ences-Cume: 5 -issue cume readers for daily newspapers; 4 -issue cume readers for Sunday newspapers; cu he of al listeners
within a specific daypart for radio; cume of all viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable.
Source: 2002 Scarborough Research Top 50 Market Report (February 2001 -March 2002)

(continued from page 16) format would remain
Country.

WJXA-FM, South Central Communi-
cation's Soft Adult Contemporary station, was
the No. 1 station in the market overall
throughout 2002.

Clear Channel's Urban Contemporary
outlet WUBT focuses on the 18-34 demo-
graphic, which has helped it rank among or
near the market's top 10 radio stations (No. 8
overall in Fall 2002). WUBT competes with

Cumulus Broadcasting's Urban Adult Con-
temporary station WQQK-FM, which held
the No. 3 spot overall in the fall book.

WSIX, Nashville's personality -driven
Country station, is the home of Gerry House's
market -leading morning show. "Gerry's been
around forever. His immense talent and prox-
imity to artists keeps us guessing as to who'll
be waiting around our lobby to get on the
show next," says Dave Alpert, vp and market
manager for Clear Channel.

Deana Blake is the new midday talent at
WSIX, coming from Clear Channel's KASE-
FM in Austin, Texas, and Billy Greenwood has
taken over the afternoon drive, making it the
top Country p.m. -drive show in the market.
Clear Channel's WNRQ-FM, the only Clas-
sic Rock station in the market, and its News
outlet, WLAC-AM, both welcomed new pro-
gram directors recently. Buzz Casey joined
WNRQ from Clear Channel's WROV-FM in
Roanoke, Va., while Bruce Collins moved over
to WLAC from the company's KTOK-AM in
Oklahoma City.

Gannett Co.'s The Tennessean, Nashville's
leading daily, named Leslie Giallombardo
president and publisher in April 2002, mov-
ing her up from senior vp when Craig Moon
was promoted from publisher to executive vp
at Gannett's newspaper division.

That same month, the paper launched Da-
vidson AM, a five -day -a -week section dedicat-
ed to Davidson County, where Nashville is
located. The section, edited by Cindy Smith,
offers a more "neighborhoody" feel to the
county -specific news.

Starting this week, The Tennessean's classi-
fied advertising will be spun off as a stand-
alone section. No longer part of the paper's
business pages, the newly formatted classi-
fieds will be updated seven days a week and
will be more visually in tune with the classi-
fied section on the paper's Web site (www.-
tennessean.com), which, in turn, is linked
with careerbuilder.com in a Gannett -wide
initiative that links all the company's papers
to the careerbuilder.com search engine.

City Paper, the privately owned free Mon-
day -to -Friday daily with a print run of
30,000, has grown significantly since its
launch in November 2000.

"We started with five or six writers on our
editorial staff and now we're at 50," said Brian
Brown, City Paper's owner and publisher. On
Feb. 1, the paper increased its print run to
37,000, adding 36 grocery stores to its regular
distribution locations. Brown hopes to main-
tain the paper's 90 percent pickup rate and
boost distribution to 43,000 by next month.

Viacom Outdoor and Lamar Advertising
control Nashville's outdoor advertising mar-
ketplace, with the bulk of the business on
Interstates 24, 40 and 65. A recent outdoor
development in the market is a wall sign near
the Ryman Auditorium and Viacom Outdoor
securing the lease on the landmark Nashville
location. The 34 -by -39 -foot roof -mounted
structure stands atop a building at West End
and Broadway and is the largest billboard fac-
ing in the market.
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READY TO SERVE YOUTH: Levin, left, and Petrick on the sr of Gilmore Girls
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Two years after they took over from Jamie Kellner, the executives
who run the WB, Jed Petrick and Jordan Levin, are on a roll. For the first time since the net-
work's 1995 launch, the WB showed a profit in 2002, earning a few million dollars (though
the execs aren't saying exactly how much). The net's target demo of young females is the
envy of larger broadcasters. And its gamble on building a Sunday -evening viewing block,
made up of repeats of WB shows leading into prime time, is paying off in the ratings.

Undoubtedly, there are soft spots in the schedule. Although sophomore series Reba has
performed well this season, the lackluster ratings for Greetings From Tucson and the failure of
Family Affair and Do Over reveal the WB's biggest weakness: comedy. Buyers, however,
remain reluctant to lay that burden solely on the WB's shoulders, as few new comedies are
working on any network. Wednesday, once the WB's strongest night, also is in question.
Whether Angel can perform better than the failed Birds of Prey is uncertain. And the network
is girding itself for having to do without its longtime youth hit, Dawson's Creek, next year.

But much of the WB's programming continues to get stronger. It jettisoned the pop-
ular -but -costly drama Buffy the Vampire Slayer and has grown two new series in Tuesday's
Gilmore Girls and Smallville. Monday night's Everwood is pairing well with 7th Heaven,
while reality series The Surreal Life and High School Reunion show early promise.

The WB's successes this season may be drawing more attention to Petrick and Levin, but
both still squirm under the spotlight. In fact, they seem more comfortable sharing any praise
they receive with their colleagues, many of whom have been with them since the WB's
launch. And they are equally forthcoming about the integral role Kellner continues to play.

These rare displays of modesty cut against the grain of conventional Hollywood breast -
beating. But such displays also provide the clearest glimpse yet into a management style at
the network that has enhanced the WB's success beyond the achievements of any single pro -

Since taking the reins
at the WB, Jed Petrick and
Jordan Levin have strengthened
the network's young -adult
brand with several hit dramas.
But they are still trying to find
the right comedy BY A.J. FRUTKIN
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gram or scheduling maneuver. The loyalty Kellner has fostered among
his executives has translated to a strong sense of stability at the network.
In stability, the WB has clarified its branding strategy and successfully
sold that brand through to advertisers.

"The other networks pitch us shows, but the WB has pitched us
who they are," says Laura Caraccioli, vp of Starcom Entertainment.
"No one has branded themselves better than the WB. So when they
say a show fits in their schedule, I believe them."

What's more, at a time when most broadcasters are turning to non -
scripted programming for a ratings boost, the WB continues to suc-
ceed primarily on the strength of its dramas. "They have been able to
develop an audience and reach that audience with scripted program-
ming, and they deserve credit for that," says Chris Geraci, director of
national TV buying at OMD USA.

MUCH OF THE WB'S SUCCESS can be linked to the constancy of
its mission. Whatever shuffles have occurred inside its executive suites,
most of those managers remain somehow attached to the network.

When Kellner moved up from running the WB to become chair-
man/CEO of Turner Broadcasting System, he brought back into the
fold Garth Ancier, the former NBC Entertainment president and one of
the WB's founding executives. Although both are based in Atlanta, they
maintain oversight of the WB. Susanne Daniels, the WB's former co-
president of entertainment, shifted over to production lastyear. But her
company, First Move Prods., remains housed at Turner, and it has pro-
vided the WB with this month's sweeps movie The Lone Ranger.

Kellner's continued involvement in the network may suggest he's a

hands-on executive. But Kellner dismisses such descriptions. "My rule
really has been to allow people to make mistakes, assuming that they
learn from them," he says.

Petrick, who was promoted from head of sales at the WB to presi-
dent/CEO of the network upon Kellner's departure, says Kellner gives
executives a lot of rope. "I call it enough to hang by or swing by," he adds.

So far, Petrick and Levin have mastered the art of swinging. And
neither is looking for more autonomy. "I don't feel like I've ever had to
do something I haven't wanted to do," says Levin, the WB's enter-
tainment president. "Autonomy is often equated to a certain freedom
to make choices. I know I have the freedom to make choices, but I pre-
fer to make those choices as a group effort."

The group to which Levin refers includes WB executives who com-
prise the network's so-called kitchen cabinet: Bob Bibb and Lew Gold-
stein, co -presidents of marketing; John Maata, executive vp and gener-
al counsel; Mitch Nedick, executive vp of finance and operations; Bill
Morningstar, who took over for Petrick as executive vp of media sales;
Kathleen Letterie, executive vp of talent and casting; and John Litvack,
executive vp of current programming and scheduling.

One of the greatest challenges Petrick says he faced following Kell-
ner's departure was holding onto these executives.
"How do you keep the attitude positive and the
train moving forward?" he asks, rhetorically. "How
do you keep these really smart guys, who don't
want to work for you, but for Jamie?" The answer,
he suggests, was involving those executives even
more in the process of running the network.

Ultimately, the buck may still stop with Kellner.
"On any major decision, Jamie expects to be coun-
seled," Petrick notes.

While day -to -day -operation decisions, ranging
from storyline changes to casting choices, are left
to the WB team, Levin says Kellner "still reads all
the development projects, he still sees major cam-
paigns, and he still looks at our strategic planning.

It's just from more of a distance."
Looking ahead, Levin suggests Kellner's role in the net-

work probably won't diminish. "He'll be very involved in the
upfront, in terms of what projects we pick up, how we sched-
ule them, and how we roll them out in the fall," he says.

But there are indications that Kellner is letting the rope
swing a bit looser these days, as indicated by the hands-off role
he assumed in the network's decision to air the ad -free sum-
mer variety show tentatively titled Live From Tomorrow. Con-
ceived as an update of The Ed Sullivan Show, Tomorrow is from
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire producer Michael Davies and
will feature integrated product -placement segments instead of
traditional commercial pods.

Petrick says the network was first approached by Davies in

CAN YOU SAY TEEN ANGST? Though he inherited Dawson's Creek

(left) and may soon have to learn to live without it, Levin has
come up with the recent hit dramas Everwood (top) and Smallville
(bottom). Reba is one of the WB's few successful comedies.
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December. The next day, they decided to go forward with the project,
but they didn't discuss the show with Kellner for another two weeks.
When they did, Kellner had questions. "It's not a creative concern,"
Kellner says. "But more about the principle of showing programs that
don't have advertising in them."

For more than a year, Kellner has been outspoken about how
changing technologies could negatively impact the traditional adver-
tising model. Tomorrow could pull the rug out from underneath the
traditional model. But Kellner has remained true to his self -professed
management style. "I'm up for it," he says. "For a run in the summer,
it will give us experience that we don't have, and it will give advertis-
ers some experience that will allow them to decide if it's an alternative
to 30 -second units."

IF TOMORROW UNDERSCORES a will-
ingness to face the challenges of the future,
then Petrick says the program also may help
the network face its greatest challenge today:
distribution. "This is one of those shows
that's going to get our stations a fair amount
of noise," he predicts.

Although WB affiliates such as WPIX
in New York, KTLA in Los Angeles and
WGN in Chicago already have created
strong identities for themselves, Petrick says
others such as Tribune Broadcasting's
WEWB in Albany, N.Y., WTXX in Hart-
ford, Conn., and KTWB in Seattle "could
use a little bit more traction."

Tomorrow may be just what they need.
"It's taking shots like this that are going to
get these stations notoriety for all the right
reasons," Petrick says. "It's going to help
these stations break out a little bit and start
to develop some reputation within their
communities."

But even if Tomorrow is a success for the
network, Petrick admits that branding small-
er affiliates won't happen overnight. "There
are so many things that these stations have
to do," he says, noting that securing pro-
gramming remains a key to their success.
For example, while New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles air A -tier comedies like Friends
and Everybody Loves Raymond in the access
and late -fringe time periods, not all markets
have the funds to acquire those syndicated properties.

Just as important for Petrick is creating awareness among local adver-
tisers about the benefits of targeting the WB's young demographics. "It
takes time to get good people to come in and learn how to sell time, and
it takes time for the local market to get those local advertisers to under-
stand the need to advertise against this next generation," he says.

Tomorrow also could provide the WB with a promotional platform
for the fall. Most of the network's drama development will move for-
ward with an eye toward strengthening Wednesday. "There's no doubt
that Wednesday has a hole, or holes," Levin says.

Among the network's pilot projects are a Gilmore Girls spinoff; a
new take on the 1980s NBC series MacGyver, called Young MacGyver;

Kellner (left) pre-WB launch in
'94 with Barry Meyer, now Warner Bros. chairman/CEO

a modern, Manhattan -based retelling of the Tarzan legend, titled
Tarzan and Jane; the creature feature -y archeology franchise Shadow
Walkers; and Chasing Alice, about a female cop who meets up with char-
acters from Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.

Levin has said that the return of NBC's Friends next season might pre-
clude him from developing more half hours for the 8-9 p.m. Thursday
slot. Reality remains a strong option for the night. But in what amounts
to a programming reversal of sorts, Levin also says the network could
offer an evening of African -American comedies, including the return of
Steve Harvey to the WB in a nonscripted series. Although the network
has steered away from ethnic -targeted series over the past several sea-
sons, Levin acknowledges it may be his best counterprogramming move
on Thursdays next season. "We were able to do respectable business with

comedies that featured African -American per-
formers," Levin says.

But performing respectably may no
longer be good enough. Levin says that if
the network were to move forward with such
a plan, he would try to reach a multi -ethnic
audience rather than rely solely on African-
American viewers for ratings. "Our inten-
tion with these shows will be to target them
as vehicles with crossover appeal," he ex-
plains. "So I think we can broaden ourselves
out from our earlier efforts."

Most buyers believe that if Levin could
break through with a more broad -based com-
edy, it might provide the WB with its biggest
show to date. "Friends probably started build-
ing ardent fans among young women," said
OMD's Geraci. "Given who the WB has got
watching their stuff, it may not have the
potential to have another Friends, but putting
the right show in front of its target audience
certainly represents the biggest area of poten-
tial for the network."

Like most television executives right now,
Levin seems uncertain about how best to
score a comedy success, especially with an
audience that has for the most part turned
away from traditional comedy on television.
"I think there has to be the recognition that
the [comedy] format-which hasn't radically
changed since its inception-is so ingrained
in young people's heads by the time they're
teenagers that they no longer find sitcoms

credible either in their sense of place or sense of character," he says.
Levin suggests the demands of the WB's young audience have

forced him to approach the format with a greater sense of risk, rang-
ing from the upcoming improv-sketch comedy show On the Spot to the
network's development of a Mark Burnett -produced family comedy
that travels across Europe.

If those risks pay off for the network, it is likely the WB will enjoy
even more success next season. At least, that's what executives at the
network are planning for. "I like to think that the success we're having
now is an investment in an even bigger future," Petrick says. "If you
look at the population trend, there's 90 million people coming
through, so it's right at our back."
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:STREET WISE: Jim Warner, president,
venue A, New York; Brian McAndrews,
resident/CEO, Avenue A. Inc., and Clark
okich, president of Avenue A, Seattle.

As Adweek IQ compiled this year's list of the top inter-
active agencies, one thing that stood out is that those
agencies that managed to last through 2001 were
still around at the end of 2002. Of last year's top 10,
only one has disappeared. However, it's important

not to confuse survival with outright success. Overall, revenue
was down 3.2 percent for those on the Top 50 list. Clearly, inter-
active advertising's long, cold winter of reappraisal is not over.

We at /Q have needed to do some reappraising, too. We've
tweaked our definition of what qualifies as interactive adver-
tising revenue, and restated some 2001 numbers to make our
year -on -year comparisons more accurate.

And we've taken into account another important change.
Once upon a time, it seemed that every interactive shop's goal
was to go public. Now, the industry is split into essentially two
groups: the interactive units of large ad agencies, whose goal is
to integrate interactive into a panoply of other marketing serv-
ices, and the independents, which choose to specialize in this
still -young medium. Thus, this year, we decided to split our
Interactive Agency of the Year accolade into two categories:
one to reflect achievement among interactive units that are
part of large agency networks, and the other to single out an
independent agency that has succeeded alone even in this most
challenging of business environments.-Catharine P Taylor

Independent Agency

AVENUE A
Proving that expertise pays, this media agency
retained clients and increased revenues

BY CATHARINE P. TAYLOR

PHOTOGRAPHY BY REX RYSTEDT

At the end of 2001, there were probably many inter-
active ad execs who thought the worst was over. It
wasn't. With 2002 also a year of industry shrinkage,
it was easy for Adweek IQ to pick the winners from the
losers, such as our Independent Interactive Agency
of the Year: Seattle -based Avenue A.

While most of its stand-alone competitors stum-
bled, this mid -sized shop, which has spent most of its
six years trying to perfect the arcana of online media,
posted the kind of revenue growth that clearly
demonstrates that what it is doing must be out of the
ordinary. (Avenue A is a division of Avenue A, Inc., a
publicly traded company that also has an advertising
technology unit, Atlas DMT, which it spun into a sep-
arate unit in 2001.)

Specializing in online media planning and buy-
ing in an industry that seems increasingly in the hands
of integrated advertising players, the agency has
nonetheless been able to prove that expertise pays.

In 2002, the shop posted a 34 percent gain in revenue, exclud-
ing a year-end acquisition that will give Avenue A its first cre-
ative capabilities. In the Seattle flagship (Avenue A also has a
New York office), client retention last year was 100 percent.

"We have the advantage of being able to focus all of our
intellectual capital on digital marketing," explains vp/media
Maggie Boyer. Adds New York office president Jim Warner, "I
think it's very easy to get distracted by a lot of things."

Its 2002 new business wins included Solomon Smith Bar-
ney, pharmaceutical company Forest Laboratories, Terra Lycos
dating service Matchmaker, and five other clients in travel, con-
sumer products and financial services. But more impressive,
when one considers that for the first three quarters of 2002
Internet advertising was down 18 percent, Avenue A managed
to get existing clients to put more money into online media.
And there's only one way to accomplish that: by proving that
oft -maligned online advertising can be worth the investment.
"A lot of our clients started accelerating their spending rapid-
ly in 2002," says Clark Kokich, president of the Avenue A unit.

In that statement, Kokich is pretty much alone among his
peers. More common, given the advertisers who experimented
with the medium early on and got burned, was to scale back
the budget, and kill or maim interactive shops as a result. The
top 10 U.S. advertisers devoted a piddling 1.1 percent to Inter-
net advertising in 2002, according to CMR.

Avenue A's numbers become much more impressive when
it comes to comparing its performance to its competitions'.
Modem Media saw its interactive marketing revenue drop by
30 percent last year; Digitas, 13 percent; Organic, which at
press time was on the verge of being acquired by Omnicom,
29 percent. (For a list of the top 50 interactive agencies and
their 2002 revenues, see page 28.) Nearly three years since the
dot -corn bubble burst, 2002 still came with steep revenue
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declines for many interactive shops, which were already com-
ing off a devastating 2001.

Thus, getting to prosperity wasn't easy for Avenue A. For
better or worse, the company lived the entire dot -corn saga,
from promising startup in 1997, to pre-IPO hotshot in 1999,
to Wall Street darling when it went public on Feb. 29, 2000,
closing that first day at $72-233 percent above its $24 per
share offering price. Its market cap at the close that day was
in excess of $4 billion. (Today it trades at about $2.70 per share,
about the middle of its range for the past 12 months.)

Six weeks after that IPO came the NASDAQ crash, and in
May 2001, Avenue A's denouement: the company slashed staff
by 20 percent, letting go 75 people, and decided to drop a
dozen unprofitable clients, including marquee names such as

"[Avenue A's] decisions are kind of aca-
demic decisions," says AT&T Wireless'
director of e -commerce marketing.
"There's real data and real math."

Starbucks and Nordstrom. From 2000 to 2001, revenue
declined by one third, dropping from $39.2 million to $26.2
million. But the company managed to slightly narrow its net
loss, and the bite -the -bullet approach had almost immediate
results. "We decided that we were going to cut to the point that
we [would] be profitable," says Kokich of the decision to drop
both staff and clients. While making a profit matters, Kokich
still sounds pained when recalling the layoffs. "It's not fun,"
he says. "It's a horrible experience."

While the obvious conclusion of the firm's-and indus-
try's-fall is that clients felt interactive just plain wasn't
worth the investment, eventually some of Avenue A's
clients began to think otherwise. "This was the year we
really needed to prove that online does contribute," says
Jean Pundiak, senior e -marketing manager for heartburn
drug Nexium at AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals. In late
2001, Avenue A convinced Nexium to be one of three
advertisers to participate in a trial of a new online ad mod-
el on The New York Times' Web site, nytimes.com. Pundiak
credits Avenue A with finding "opportunities for us to be
the first to try something out."

The model-which New York Times Digital refers to
as a "Surround Session"-would allow advertisers to
"own" a consumer visit to nytimes.com by having targeted
visitors receive ads almost exclusively from one advertis-
er during individual sessions on the site. Devised as a
way for online media to achieve reach, the model, it was
hoped, would allow advertisers to go into deeper detail
about their products than the typical online advertising
could. As with much of what Avenue A does, the agency
wanted to make sure that the experiment held more than
just the "gee -whiz" factor. Embedded in the trial was a study
by online ad researcher Dynamic Logic, which looked at such
measurements as brand awareness and message association
to judge effectiveness. The results were that Surround Ses-
sions had four times the lift of more common online ad buys
in message association and purchase intent, and three times
the lift for brand awareness and favorability. Pundiak gives
the agency credit for taking the time to figure out whether
the experiment had worked. It was "certainly a lot of work on
Avenue A's part," she says.
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But to Avenue A, knowing how the ad performed is the
whole ball of wax. It's a constant game of plan, execute and
optimize based on the results, a process that seems to make
Avenue A staffers perform more like a group of online adver-
tising scholars than planners and buyers. "We have always led
with data, analytics and to some degree, ideas," says Boyer.

The agency approached AT&T Wireless about getting hired
with the pitch, "Set aside some money. See if it works," accord-
ing to Bryan Trullinger, director of e -commerce marketing at
AT&T Wireless. Two years later, it is still a client, and Trullinger
gives Avenue A credit for not getting wrapped up in the flashier
aspects of the ad biz. "Decisions are kind of academic deci-
sions," he says of Avenue A's process. "There's real data and
real math."

Avenue A translates its intensive data -crunching into a lead-
ership position in the battered and bruised online ad market.
It has held three client summits, giving them an inside peek
into what Avenue A knows about the online ad business. As of
last month, it has supplemented that with an online publish-
ers' conference, which drew more than 200 executives, includ-
ing many of the industry's big guns, such as Bob Sherman,
president of interactive marketing at America Online; Martin
Nisenholtz, CEO of New York Times Digital; and Jim Span -
feller, president/CEO of Forbes.com. Not every competitor
could do that.

Of course, Avenue A has never been like other online agen-
cies, which is both a blessing and curse. True, the company's
focus has allowed it to be a superior online planner, buyer
and data-cruncher. But being the only agency that focuses
on media, and media alone, can, executives admit, make
Avenue A the odd agency out when it comes to winning
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TRYOUT: Avenue A clients include
Nexium, which participated in an ad model

trial at nytimes.com (left), and AT&T
Wireless (upper left). December's acquisi-
tion of i-Frontier gives the shop both
creative capabilities and clients, including
Schering-Plough's Clarinex (above).

clients who would like interactive creative and media wrapped
into one neat package.

Thus, the company rounded out 2002 with the acquisition
of Philadelphia -based interactive agency i-Frontier, with which
it shares several clients. Agency executives are quick to empha-
size that the company will continue to operate separately, lest
anyone get the idea that Avenue A would lose focus.

"It will not change Avenue A's positioning," says Avenue A
Inc. CEO Brian McAndrews. "But we do have clients who want
to have creative coming from the same place."
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Integrated Agency

D EUTSC
Pitching the bigger picture helps this i-shop thrive

BY ANN M. MACK

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GEORGE LANGE

A few months before the April launch of an ambitious new call-
ing plan, MCI director of marketing communications Melissa
Parisi phoned Deutsch svp, director of business development
Michael Duda about an interactive and direct marketing
assignment. The year before, the New York shop had pitched
the telecom's residential long-distance account. Though the
late -2000 review was aborted, the memory of Deutsch's inte-

TEAM IDEUTSCH: From left, Ingrid Bernstein, svp/creative
director, iDeutsch; Josh Rose, svp, and director of iDeutsch/LA;
Fred Rubin, director of iDeutsch and directDeutsch; and Bobbi
Casey -Howell, director of customer and data strategy, Deutsch.

grated presentation stuck. "What was most impres-
sive was the agency's ability to create an integrated
effort that included advertising, direct marketing
and interactive," recalls Parisi.

Last January, Parisi, MCI president Wayne
Huyard and other senior managers traveled to
Deutsch's Manhattan headquarters to brief the
shop on "The Neighborhood," a new phone serv-
ice that would offer unlimited nationwide calling
for a monthly flat rate. The client, which until then
had used i-shops on an ad hoc basis, wanted to
secure iDeutsch and directDeutsch for the cam-
paign. "I said, 'We're most interested in having you
look at interactive and direct marketing. Beyond
that, we're not sure,'" says Parisi.

Three weeks later, agency CEO Donny Deutsch
and his partners-including Fred Rubin, director
of iDeutsch and directDeutsch, and Bobbi Casey -
Howell, director of customer and data strategy-
returned with a multidisciplinary brand campaign.
MCI was sold.

The Ashburn, Va.-based company shifted its $100
million branded business to Deutsch from longtime
roster shop Euro RSCG MVBMS Partners. "On the
strength of that presentation, it was clear that the
most effective way to launch The Neighborhood was
in an integrated fashion," says Parisi.

In an industry where online advertising is often
an afterthought, it's unusual for an interactive unit
to be an agency's foot in the door. "At some places,
the agency would say, 'The pitch is in three days, do
you have something neat that's interactive?'" says
Rubin, who came to iDeutsch in 2000 with an exten-
sive interactive, direct and traditional background.

That's not the case at Deutsch.
"From that first time Mike Duda gets that call, we

are in that meeting," says Rubin. "Every business we
pitch, Bobbi [Casey -Howell] and I play a huge role.
You can't touch a pharmaceutical pitch without con-
sidering the role of the Web, of Internet advertising."

If Interpublic Group's Deutsch was the center, iDeutsch
and directDeutsch were the wings that assisted in the late 2002
Novartis hat trick, which scored the agency Diovan, Zelnorm
and Lamisil. Also last year, the i-shop helped introduce Pfizer's
Zoloft as a treatment for premenstrual dysphoric disorder
through a Web site that explores the warning signs, and ban-
ner ads that use a calendar motif to illustrate days lost and
events missed due to the symptoms.

"When you show them all the pieces, it becomes a huge
idea," explains Rubin. "It's no longer just two-dimensional with
the storyboard and ripomatics. It becomes three-dimensional
when you show them how it works on the Web and interactive
advertising. It's hard to disaggregate."

Rubin acknowledges that being a part of an agency that
continues to post significant year -over -year gains in a down
economy is clearly an advantage for iDeutsch, which shares
90 percent of its business with the main shop. And with one
profit center, squabbles between sibling units over how a
client's budget should be split are kept to a minimum.
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Still, the interactive unit does not rest on the laurels of its par-
ent. "You take iDeutsch and separate it from Papa Deutsch and
we can compete against any interactive agency," Rubin says. In
2002, the interactive team in New York snagged duties from J.P.
Morgan Chase following a review that included 10 other shops.
Los Angeles landed Internet -only assignments from FX network
and software -developer Discreet, both after reviews.

As a result of the individual and joint wins, iDeutsch, Adweek
IQs integrated interactive agency of the year, enjoyed a 34 per-
cent rise in revenue to $38 million in 2002. Despite the fact that
interactive revenues represent just 14 percent of Deutsch's
$272 million overall revenue, the value of the shop's Internet
arm should not be underestimated, says Josh Rose, svp and
director of iDeutsch/LA.

"On any given media budget, we may be anywhere from one

"Every business we pitch, [interactive]
plays a huge role. You can't touch a
pharmaceutical without considering
the role of the Web."

percent to 10 percent of that budget. That doesn't necessari-
ly translate to 'We're 10 percent of the reason that Deutsch is
a successful agency,'" explains Rose, who joined the West Coast
office just over a year ago from Ground Swell in Los Angeles.
"We're another seat at the table. When you sit around the table,
we don't care where the good ideas come from."

Rose and his group are generating ideas to reinvigorate the
primarily promotional Internet presence of Coors Light, which
awarded Deutsch/LA a piece of its $200 million business last
summer. Though the brewer spends the bulk of its budget
offline, it recognizes that in order to reach its 21- to 29 -year -
old male audience, a portion has to be dedicated to online
efforts. "Their demographic, their target, is the Internet audi-
ence," says Rose, who has met with Coors Light executives from
chief marketing officer Ron Askew on down.

On the opposite coast, iDeutsch svp, creative director Ingrid
Bernstein is gearing up for an online promotion for Snapple.
Her team is shooting to one-up last year's "What's Your Story?"
contest, which resulted in more than 25,000 people submitting
their real -life stories online for the chance to
have it reenacted by anthropomorphized
Snapple bottles in a TV spot.

The promotion coincided with the re-
launch of the beverage marketer's Web site.
Aimed at 18- to 24 -year -olds, the site portrays
the life of people in "Snappleton." As Web
surfers roll their mouse over citizens of
Snappleton, bubbles pop up that tell their
stories. The offline ads are woven into the
site's content; for instance, TV spots and the
outdoor ads can be viewed at the Snaplex
Cinema and Bob's Hall of Snapple. After the
site redesign, traffic increased 34 percent,
helped in part by an integrated push that
included TV spots, online marketing and
call -to -action on the bottle caps.

"The site has the same look and feel in
terms of brand experience. We were execut-
ing off the positioning of 'Real Experiences,'
but not off the campaign," says Bernstein,
who came on board in 1998 to run IKEA's
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online business. "[The Snappleton characters] add this incred-
ibly rich layer to the visual aspect of the site and give it this deep
personality."

When MCI launched its new local and long-distance serv-
ice last April, Deutsch's integrated campaign, based on the
idea of freedom of speech, closely resembled what it had
pitched just a few months earlier. In the tone of political slo-
gans, the ads proposed that all words are equal and should cost
the same (over the phone) regardless of the location or time
of day. The Web site and online ads from iDeutsch continued
the campaign's expansive rhetoric and emphasis on no hidden
costs and full disclosure. The site also offered state -specific
pricing plans and the ability to spread the word about the pro-
gram via e-mail. Though MCI won't disclose sales figures,
online sales exceeded expectations, according to Jill Chaze,
senior manager of online marketing at MCI. "We have very
aggressive timelines and we're constantly updating our site,"
says Chaze. "With iDeutsch, all hands are always on deck."

As iDeutsch nears its seventh birthday, thinking about the
Internet's role in an overall marketing plan is becoming sec-
ond nature to the agency at large. The distinction between the
disciplines is becoming increasingly indistinct. "Our clients
sometimes can't tell the interactive from the general," says
Casey -Howell, who joined Deutsch from Rapp Collins in New
York nearly seven years ago to start the direct unit.

Zach Korman, Matt Nuzzi and Larry David, the creative trio
behind Snappleton, collaborate with Scott Bassen and David
Rosen, the associate creative directors on the general side.
Rose coordinates efforts on Coors Light, J.D. Edwards and the
California Milk Advisory Board with Deutsch/IA's managing
partner, executive creative director Eric Hirshberg and man-
aging partner, general manager Mike Sheldon. And this week,
Rubin and Casey -Howell will work well into the night at six
new -business meetings alongside partner, chief media officer
Peter Gardiner and managing partners Kathy Delaney, execu-
tive creative director; Val DiFebo, director of client services;
and Cheryl Greene, chief strategy officer.

"What has happened is that you can't separate Deutsch
from iDeutsch or directDeutsch," says Rubin. "Clients are hir-
ing us not for the great ad they saw, but because of the bigness
of the idea and how it informs and drives all of these channels.
We're an integral part."
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THE BIG PICTURE: When Deutsch
pitches clients, the interactive team is
always in the room. In the case of MCI,
above right, it was iDeutsch that earned
Deutsch the chance to win the tele-
com's branded account. In the case of
Snapple (above left), and J. D. Edwards
(left), the creative teams from Deutsch
and iDeutsch find ways to integrate
their work.
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The Top 50 Interactive Agencies
RANK AGENCY (AFFILIATION) HEADQUARTERS 2002 PROJECTED INTERACTIVE

REVENUE(IN THOUSANDS)
2001 ACTUAL
REVENUE

PERCENT
INCREASE

2002
EMPLOYEES

1 Euro RSCG Interaction (Navas) New York 239,000 230,000 3% 1,175

2 Grey Digital Marketing New York 161,000 206,000 -22% 995

3 Ogilvylnteractive (WPP) 2 New York 160,000 170,000 -6% 1,050

4 Agency.com (Seneca unit of Omnicom) 1 New York 80,000* 90,000* -11% 500

5 SRI and Company 4 Salt Lake City 75,000 52,000 44% 503

6 Modem Media (45% owned by IPG) Norwalk, Conn. 72,000* 103,000 -30% 363

6 Digitas Boston 72,000* 83,000* -13% 416*

8 Zentropy Partners (IPG) Los Angeles 69,500 62,000 12% 465

9 Divine 5 Chicago 60,800 57,000 7% 227

10 R/GA (IPG) New York 56,500 55,000 3% 210

11 DigitalMWT (WPP) New York 55,600 52,600 6% 400
12 Tribal DDB (Omnicom) 6 New York 52,000 65,000 -20% 409

13 Wunderman Interactive (WPP) New York 49,198 46,488 6% 284*

14 Avenue A7 Seattle 42,000 26,200 60% 167

15 Razorfish 8 New York 40,000 104,000 -62% 250

15 Nurun (Quebecor) Montreal 40,000 44,756 -11% 485

17 DraftDigital (IPG) New York 39,192 41,173 -5% 205

18 iDeutsch (IPG) New York 38,056 28,400 34% 131

19 Organic (Seneca unit of Omnicom) San Francisco 37,802 53,585 -29% 200

20 Tocquigny 9 Austin, Texas 37,000 24,000 54% 70

21 FCBi (I PG) New York 36,400 29,700 23% 266

22 Carat Interactive (Aegis)10 Boston 36,000 31,000 16% 215

23 Critical Mass (50% owned by Omnicom) Chicago 32,000 30,000 7% 240

24 AKQA San Francisco 30,000* 33,000 -9% 280

24 The Digital Edge (WPP) New York 30,000 25,000 20% 172

26 DVC Worldwide Morristown, N.J. 27,500 27,300 1% 56

27 Semaphore Partners (Publicis)11 New York 27,000 41,000 -34% 150

28 Medical Broadcasting Company (WPP) Philadelphia 26,000* 22,800 14% 176

29 IconMedialab North America New York 25,000 35,000 -29% 150

30 Macquarium Atlanta 24,000 22,600 6% 120

31 Universal McCann (IPG) New York 22,800 20,000 14% 143

32 Jack Morton Worldwide (IPG) New York 21,256 16,000 33% 50

33 Wirestone 12 Emeryville, Calif. 20,000 17,000 18% 82

34 Starcom IP (Publicis) Chicago 19,000* 18,000* 6% 120

35 VML (WPP) Kansas City, Mo. 18,800 17,700 6% 147

36 Slingshot Dallas 17,500 17,100 2% 33

37 Blue Dingo/GB New York 17,000 18,750 -9% 55

38 Campbell -Ewald Digital (IPG) Warren, Mich. 16,641 16,234 3% 85

39 141XM (Cordon° 13 New York 16,200 16,000 1% 156

40 Risdall Advertising Agency New Brighton, Minn. 16,000 14,000 14% 26

41 Blast Radius 14 New York 14,200 12,200 16% 210

41 IMC2 Dallas 14,200 11,100 28% 103

43 RappDigital Direct (Omnicom) New York 14,100 9,200 53% 84

44 Grafica Interactive Chester, N.J. 13,340 10,672 25% 27

45 Genex Los Angeles 12,000 11,500 4% 102

46 Molecular Watertown, Mass. 11,735 18,306 -36% 97

47 HSR Business to Business Cincinnati 11,500 9,100 26% 63

48 SimStar Internet Solutions Princeton, N.J. 11,100 13,500 -18% 73

49 Refinery Philadelphia 10,600 6,063 75% 67

50 Ten/Resource Columbus, Ohio 10,500 7,200 46% 50

* Estimated numbers 6 2001 revenue includes business now at OMD Digital 12 Acquired 4th Revolution
1 Includes all Grey Global Group digital units 7 Acquired i-frontier; Atlas DMT not included 13 Formerly CCG.XM

2 Acquired Concept (Germany) 8 2001 revenue includes divested European operations 14 Acquired Enfolding Systems

3 Acquired Assets of KPE 9 Acquired Steel Digital Studios This list includes worldwide figures for interactive agencies that have
4 Acquired Lante, Scient 10 Acquired Lot21, Vizium headquarters in North America, and reflects interactive advertising and
5 Acquired Viant, Delano; existed for 9 months in 2001 11 Formerly Novo/Giant Step marketing revenue only.
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Inside Media
NEWS OF THE MARKET

New EW M.E. Tetzeli Shakes It Up
Rick Tetzeli, the new managing editor of
Time Inc.'s Entertainment Weekly, is putting
his stamp on various sections of the maga-
zine. Having tweaked the cover, Tetzeli is
now eyeing EW's photography, as well as
front -of -the -book section News & Notes.
Photo editor Sarah Rozen left the magazine
last week, and Tetzeli is expected to
announce the hiring of former Rolling Stone
photo editor Fiona McDonagh to replace
her. For News & Notes, Tetzeli tapped
Blender's Jason Adams and TV Guide's Ari
Karpel as senior editors. The section's senior
editor, Thom Geier, has shifted over to the
Books section, and deputy news editor Jeff
Gremillion has left the magazine.

Ryan Seacrest Renews WIN Clear Chmmel
Ryan Seacrest, afternoon -drive host on
KYSR-FM, Clear Channel's Modern Adult
Contemporary station in Chicago, has signed
for another two years with the station. The
deal makes him the permanent guest -host for
Rick Dees' morning show on KIIS-FM,
Clear Channel's top -rated Contemporary Hit
Radio station. Seacrest is also featured on the
new season of Fox's hit reality TV series
American Idol.

Hewitt to Step Down From ID MioNes
CBS last week announced that 60 Minutes
creator Don Hewitt will step down as execu-
tive producer in June 2004, to be succeeded
by Jeff Fager, 48, executive producer of 60
Minutes H since July 1998 and a producer
for 60 Minutes for six years. The 80 -year -old
Hewitt has been executive producer of 60
Minutes for 35 years. He began his career

with CBS in 1948 as an associate director of
Douglas Edwards With the News. Under the
terms of his new contract with CBS, which
spells out his 60 Minutes succession plan,
Hewitt will assume new editorial responsi-
bilities as executive producer of CBS News,
where he will help develop new projects.

New Welder Pubs. Owner Cuts Staff
American Media CEO David Pecker last
week completed the $350 million acquisition
of Weider Publications and cut the workforce
by about 20 percent. About 80 people lost
their jobs, including several Weider execu-
tives. Among them were president/CEO
Russell Benson, COO John Sheehy and
development vp George Slowick Jr. The bulk
of the layoffs came from back -office and
Internet operations. Weider publishes Muscle
& Fitness, Shape and Men's Fitness.

Brown to Host CNBC Sped*
Tma Brown, former New Yorker editor in
chief and founder of the now -defunct Talk
Magazine, has joined CNBC to host some
quarterly specials. Topic A With Trna Brawn
will feature Brown interviewing various guests
about business, politics and culture. The
March 20 premiere, coming just a few days
before the Academy Awards ceremony, will
cover "Hollywood, hype and wars between art
and commerce."

Cox Add Means Major Expansion for WS
Cox Television has joined Internet Broad-
casting Services, expanding IBS' brand of
online local TV news to 22 of the top 25
Nielsen TV markets, and reaching 93 percent
of households in those markets. The IBS net-

Comedy Central has green -lighted late -night talk show
Tough Crowd With Colin Quinn for a March 10 debut. The
cable net said the topic -driven show played well in its
December test run, so it ordered an additional 21
episodes. The show will run at 11:30 p.m. following The
Daily Show With Jon Stewart. Previous guests on Tough
Crowd included Jerry Seinfeld, Sarah Silverman, Denis
Leary and Janeane Garofalo. Said Quinn: "I can't be-
lieve that there's actually a place left on TV where peo-
ple can say what they actually feel without running it by
a focus group first."

Calendar
Interep will host the Power of Urban
Radio symposium Feb. 13 at the Grand
Hyatt Hotel in Atlanta. The keynoter will
be Bill Lamar, executive vp/head of U.S.
marketing for McDonald's. Contact:
Sherman Kizart at 312-616-7204 or
sherman_kizart@interep.com.

The Broadcasters Foundation will pres-
ent its Golden Mike Award for out-
standing contributions to radio and tele-
vision to NBC chairman Bob Wright at a
black -tie gala Feb. 24 at New York's
Plaza Hotel. NBC Nightly News anchor
Tom Brokaw will serve as emcee, and
presenters will include Tim Russert,
moderator of NBC's Meet the Press; Lily
Tartikoff; and Wright's wife, Suzanne.
NBC late -night host Conan O'Brien will
provide entertainment. Contact: 203-
862-8577 or e-mail ghastings@broad-
casters foundation.org.

The American Association of Advertis-
ing Agencies' annual Media Confer-
ence and Trade Show will be held

in New Orleans. Event lineup includes
panel discussions, breakout sessions
led by marketing communications
experts, trade show exhibits and an e -
business symposium. Contact: Michelle
Montalto, 212-850-0850.

Magazine Publishers of America will
present "Breakfast With a Leader" with
Steven Florio, president/CEO, Conde
Nast Publications, March 6 at the Univer-
sity Club in New York. Contact: 212-
872-3755.

The Association of National Advertisers
Annual TV Ad Forum will be held
March 13 at the Plaza Hotel in New
York. Highlights will include an update
from FCC chairman Michael Powell on
what's happening at the agency and how
it is impacting television. Contact: Patri-
cia Hanlon, 248-391-3121.

The International Radio and Television
Society Foundation will host a Golden
Medal Award dinner honoring Leslie
Moonves, president of CBS, March 19
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York. Con-
tact: 212-867-6650, ext.302, or e-mail
maggie.pritikin@irts.org.
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All from my desktop. I often need details
on several ad options across various media

to move a plan forward. When I log onto
SRDS.com, I find the objective media
information I'm expecting and additional
data through links to media kits, Web sites
and audit statements. I can even copy and
paste the information I want into my
presentations and reports. It's amazing
how I can accomplish so much in one place.

Media ,
Solutions'

Trusted Data  Advanced Functionality
Customized Access  Training & Support
All integrated to advance your marketing efforts.

To learn more, call or visit us online.

1.800.851.7737 www.srds.com

a VNU company



Inside Media
work of local news and information sites hits
60 markets and is operated in partnership with
NBC, Hearst -Argyle, Post -Newsweek,
McGraw-Hill and now Cox. Advertisers
including electronics maker Samsung, Delta,
Ford and HotJobs helped IBS sites achieve
total online ad revenue of $43 million in 2002.
The company estimates 2003 ad revenue will
grow to approximately $58 million.

WE Signs Friends Cox for Decor Show
Friends star Courteney Cox has signed on to
produce a home decor show for WE:
Women's Entertainment to launch this fall.
Cox created the show and will serve as execu-
tive producer, a first for the actress. WE has
committed to 13 episodes of Mix It Up, which
will examine the decorating trials that ensue
when two people move in together-a hus-
band and wife, two platonic roommates, or
sisters-and individual personal styles clash.
Two interior designers will be enlisted to help
blend the individuals' taste in paint, wallpaper
and rugs.

AGE Under Raven Starts 'OH Strong
In its first full month reflecting changes made
by new executive vp/general manager Abbe
Raven, A&E saw significant ratings improve-
ment. Buoyed by some new episodes of signa-
ture series Biography and the original film
Benedict Arnold: A Question of Honor early last
month, the network in January grew prime -
time household ratings 22 percent over
December 2002 to a 1.1 and increased deliv-
ery of viewers aged 25-54 31 percent, to
479,000. Biography, which has been updated
with a focus on contemporary personalities,
averaged a 1.2 rating (1.3 million households)
for the month, growing 39 percent in total
viewers. Benedict Arnold scored a 2.5 rating
(2.9 million).

Radio One Adds ki Dayton
Radio One, the largest radio group targeting
African Americans, will add to its holdings in
Dayton, Ohio, with an agreement to acquire
WROU-FM, the top -rated Urban radio sta-
tion in the market, for $9.5 million. Both
WROU-FM and its sister station Oldies
WRNB-FM, owned by Ro Nita Hawes -
Saunders, were put up for sale in November
after the company defaulted on several loans
forcing it into bankruptcy. The deal will give
Radio One, which owns and operates
WDHT-FM, the no. 2 -rated Urban station,
WING -AM, WGTZ-FM and WKSW-FM,
a five -station radio cluster. Through a local

Kay Tapped as TNN Production EVP

Kevin Kay last week was named executive vp of production at TNN,
recently rebranded as a destination for male viewers. Kay, previously
an executive vp of production overseeing series development at
Nickelodeon and TNN, has added programming duties and is now
solely responsible for TNN as president Albie Hecht's No. 2. In
December, Hecht was brought in to oversee the network, pushing
out former network head and general manager Diane Robina. Kay
will be responsible for the development of original projects as well

as current series and acquisitions. Reporting to Kay are Jim Burns, senior vp, current
series; Barbara Zaneri, senior vp, program planning and acquisitions; Peilin Chou, vp, pro-
duction and development; and Scott Fishman, vp and general manager. Kay has overseen
the development of several TNN originals, including Oblivious, SlamBall , Taboo and the net-
work's upcoming animation block.

marketing agreement, Radio One will begin
operating WROU next month. WRNB-FM
is being sold to Sacramento, Calif. -based K -
Love Radio Networks for $1.2 million.

Lifetime Picks Up Detective Drama
Lifetime has picked up a new drama pilot,
Screwball Homicide, for a possible summer
launch. Produced by Sony Pictures
Television in association with The
Greenblatt Janollari Studio, the series
chronicles the life of a female detective
whose ex-husband is her work partner.
Screwball would be Lifetime's fifth original
series if it is picked up. The others are Any
Day Now, Strong Medicine, The Division and
For the People (cancelled late last year).

Settlement Proposed for Swapping Papers
The U.S. Department of Justice last week
proposed a settlement of a case in which it
charged that two newsweekly chains violat-
ed federal antitrust laws when they agreed
to sell competing alternative papers to one
another and then shut them down, creating
monopoly situations. Under the proposal,
which still needs approval by a federal dis-
trict court in Ohio, Village Voice Media and
New Times Media, which swapped the
Cleveland Free Times and the New Times Los
Angeles, must sell the assets acquired from
the shuttered papers and free advertisers
from deals they signed with their remaining
papers in those cities.

Carat Slims for Adcom Cable Ratings
Carat recently signed up for Adcom's local
cable television ratings in Jacksonville, Fla.;
Dallas; and San Francisco, the three markets

Adcom currently measures. The Deerfield
Beach, Fla. -based cable ratings company
uses a combination of set -tuning meters,
product -purchase surveys and day -after tele-
phone recall to provide ratings cross -tabulat-
ed with product purchase and demographic
information. Adcom's samples are about
5-10 times larger than the comparable serv-
ice offered by Nielsen Media Research.
Other major agencies that signed up for
Adcom last year include Zenith Media,
Starcom and Mediacom.

Chrysler to Offer Sirh Radios
Through a deal with DaimlerChrysler, Sirius
satellite radios will be available as a dealer -
installed option on 16 different 2003 and 2004
Chrysler, Dodge and Jeep models. In addi-
tion, beginning this month Sirius radios and a
one-year subscription to the 100 -channel
radio service will be offered as standard equip-
ment on the 2003 Chrysler PT Dream
Cruiser Series 2. Sirius currently has 30,000
subscribers. Its sole competitor, XM Satellite
Radio, has 360,000 subscribers.

Rick & Bubba Renew With Citadel
Rick Burgess and Bill "Bubba" Bussey, co -
hosts of top -rated Rick & Bubba Show, recently
signed a new four-year contract with Citadel
Communications, which syndicates the radio
duo out of WYSF-FM in Birmingham, Ala.,
on 22 stations in Alabama, Georgia,
Tennessee, Florida, South Carolina and
Mississippi. In addition to radio, the duo also
simulcasts a segment of their morning show
on Turner South, the regional cable network
owned by AOL Time Warner. Estimates have
pegged the deal at $6 million.
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EAST

Page Cl

YOUR
AD

SERVICES & RESOURCES
Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month). play monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the third Thursday of the current month available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American
for appearance the following month. RATES: $53 per line monthly; $324 per half -Inch dis- Express accepted. Call Karen Sharkey at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 646-654-5313.

ADVERTISING & MEDIA

VENDING
MACHINE

HERE ADVERTISING
Billboards are placed on

the outside of
vending machines!

Consumers could win randomly
seeded media prize bottles that

are Inside the machine, reinforcing
your billboard message. inr, Bottles can

contain
just about
anything

that will fit
Inside.

Locations include colleges, high schools, office
buildings, factories, health clubs & national chains.

CALL FOR MEDIA err

VEND MEDIA
Contact: Larry Edinger 201-207-5432

E -Mail: Larry@vendmedia.com
Web: www.vendmedia.com

7 Million Ways
to break through the clutter

rillruzz

Fortune on front, Ad on back
Buzz Marketing owns exclusive advertising
rights to 7 million fortune cookies a week.
For demographics or rates, call or log on:

I-800-438-2899 www.buzzmarkering.com

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

InvISIOn
GRAPHICS

INVISION GRAPHICS offers the
most creative and dynamic graphic
concepts from start to finish.

mO WEB DESIGN
mO COMPANY PRESENCE

CAMERA READY ART

ADVERTISING
Call STEVE At: 718-544-7670

www.graffica.com (212) 675 8628

ART DIRECTION

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114

ART DIRECTION

Push the right buttons. 212.213.5333
dickgrider.com

BANNERS

Ace Banner Flag & Graphics
One Banner or Hundreds

Any Process. Any Size Large Format Digital
www.acebannercom

212-620-9111 Since 1916

BRAND DISTRIBUTION

Improve your brand distribution with
supermarkets, drug chains and

mass merchandisers. Call 516-465-4458.

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

Macintosh Tech Support!

On -Site Service & Training, Nationwide!
1-877-865-6813, MacSupportExperts.com

COPY/CREATIVE

Complex ideas, put simply. 917-658-5318

Need good radio copy? 718-591-2043

www.CreativeCopywrlter.com
732.571.9672

COPYWRITING

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. 1212) 724-8610.

For higher -Impact copy, hire mel
Affordable brilliance, very experienced.

Al Zoldan:845-362-8445 - alzoldan@aol.com

I write, customers read. 212-439-1845

Tagline Assassins. No hit, no pay.
info.zeitgeist@verizon.net

This freelancer works! 212-679-0609.

Write the first time. 914.419.2639

Writing. Editing. Clarity.
steveboyar@aol.com. 212-721-8705.

EVENT MARKETING

Interactive photo and video promotions
877-909-9640 www.wishoo.com

GOLF PROMOTIONS

Speakers, PGA TOUR, LPGA, Celebrities
golfpodlum.com / 561-776-9112

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK.

ADVERTISE (' A LI. I -800-7-A DIV E E K

INSURANCE

I

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for
advertisins& media firms.

Our rates are the most
competitive in the industry!

 Advertiser's Professional Liability

 Property & Liability Coverage

 Life & Disability Insurance

 Group Health, Dental & Pensions

 Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur

 Coverage for Freelancers too!

E-mail Adam Wolfson for a quotation
awolfson@globalcoverage.net

Global Coverage. Inc.

INTERNET DOMAIN
SEARCHES/REGISTRATION

WEB SITE VISITORS GUARANTEED!
Search-Optimization.com 714.556.8633

MARKETING SERVICES

HEALTHCARE ADVERTISING SPECIALIST
To the Consumer. To the Trade. To the Point.

David Upright: 973.726.9655
dupright@earthlinknet

MEDIA BUYING & TRAINING

www.mediabuyingacademy.com

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

NEED MEDIA RESULTS?
We are the best.

Low agency fees, great agency results!
Our talented team negotiates rates for less.

Call City Buy Media 419-866-4100 x101

Newspaper Planning/Buying
Display; Classified; RFP Ads; FSI

888-374-7874
krussell@russell-gordon.com

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

RADIO COMMERCIALS

www.kenrayzor.com

www.killerradio.net

RADIO COMMERCIALS

The other guys charge a fortune
to cover the cost of their big space ads.

Our Clio -winning Productions sound
great, too. But when you hear our prices,

they sound unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds almost too good to be true.

RADIO PRODUCTION

Killer Radio!
www.kenrayzor.com  (888) KRSound

Sarley, iligg&Bedder
Radio at its beat

323.969.9767  www.sarley.com

spanishradiospots.com

we write
we polish

we produce

Killer Radio
www.kenrayzor.com  (888) KRSound

THE NEXT
GENERATION
OF GREAT

RADIO
IS HERE.

www.wadio.com

WorldWideWadio
H O L L V W 00

LA: 323 937 3399  NY: 212 768 9717

SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS?
Need Information about a subscrip-
tion to ADWEEK, BRANDWEEK, or
MEDIAWEEK? For fast service, call
our subscriber hotline TOLL FREE:

1-800-722-6658
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EAST SERVICES & RESOURCES

RADIO PRODUCTION

bert
& company

berdis

DIDN'T GET OUR NEW REEL?

(Are you sure you still work there?)

For radio, call Kari at 323.462.7261
Work with the Best in the Business

bertberdisandco.com

RESEARCH SERVICES

I CAN FIND ANYTHING
Information - Photos - Illustration - Film
Fast, Cost -Effective, 25 Yrs Experience

RICHARD KROLL RESEARCH

845-353-5258/krollresearch@yahoo.com

DEDICATE YOUR
CREATIVITY TO

CLASSIFIED
Send Us Camera Ready Art Work.Your ad will
stand out from the others and get better
results, if you are creative and design an ad
that sells your jobs to potential employees
Call 1-800-7-ADWEEK and get the details.

ADVERTISE CALL 1.800-7-ADWEEK

TV PRODUCTION

Changing The Face

of TV Production.

RADIO PRODUCTION

"You talk to us.
We listen.

We talk to them.
They buy from you.

Nice how it works out, huh?"

THE 11 [LS RADIO RANCH
Phone 323-462-4966 / doranch@aol.com

TALENT

Talent Payments Music Licensing Celebrity Negotiations

Exceptional Cost Savings.
Extraordinary Service.

MTalent Solutions
YOUR BROADCAST BUSINESS AFFAIRS COMPANY

www.talentsolutions.com Call toll free 1-877-349-9453

For Classified Advertising Rates

Call

1-800-7-ADWEEK

OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

OFFICE SPACE

DESK SPACE
AVAILABLE

Midtown South, Park Avenue; 3-15
offices + studio with phone system in
prestigious building. Shared confer-
ence rooms, receptionist. Copying,
fax, kitchen access. Available fur-
nished / unfurnished. Immediate oc-
cupancy. Bob: 212-686-2914

NEW BUSINESS

GETTING NEW BIZ?
Experienced rainmaker now available
1-3 days/week to grow your agency.
Advertising, media, public relations.
Extensive contacts plus consultants.

Email c/o ksharkey@adweek.com

EMPLOYMENT

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

WITH CLIENT BASE
Augusta, Maine based agency, with
strong reel and print, seeks AE with
business to join our team. All indus-
tries considered - Finance / Retail /
Travel / Healthcare preferred. Please
email resume with salary history to
advertagency@yahoo.com.

MEDIA BUYER
Barter company seeks Spot Broad-
cast Buyer that is a top-notch negoti-
ator, has solid knowledge of NSI and
ARB, is organized, detailed and can
multi -task efficiently. Print buying ex-
perience a plus. Please send resume
and salary requirement to:

esimon @argenttrading.com
or fax to: 646.227.5649

* * USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE * *

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: Karen Sharkey Classified Asst: Michele Golden
MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $204.00, 1/2 inch increments: $102.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $35.00 per insertion. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Read-
ers responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they
are duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $25.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified is corn-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 770 Broadway,
7th fl. New York, NY 10003. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 646-654-5313.
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EMPLOYMENT

DESIGN PLANNING DIRECTOR
Branding Consultancy

Leading branding agency seeks a Design Planning Director. The ideal candidate
will be an energetic, motivated brand zealot who thrives in a fast -paced, entrepre-
neurial environment.

The primary responsibility of the Design Planning Director will be to develop com-
pelling pre -design strategies with the Creative and Consulting teams. This position
reports to the President/NY office and will work closely with the
EVP/General Managers of Creative and Consulting. We are looking for someone
obsessed with culture, consumer research, and brand psychology. We seek
someone confident, inventive and innovative to work with us to refine and update
our existing processes.

Qualifications and experience:

Five to seven years experience in consulting, strategic planning or marketing on
the client side or advertising account planning.
College degree or equivalent required preferably in either business or the arts,

MBA a plus - not required.
Analytical with a visual flair.

 Superior written and verbal skills.
Highly organized self-starter.

Please send resume to:
ADWEEK BOX 3243

770 Broadway, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10003
or email us c/o ksharkey@adweek.com

referencing "DPD - BC" in the subject line of your email.

East  West  Southeast
Southwest  Midwest  New England

Continue to reach
ADWEEK's audience through

our Regional Classified
advertising section.

Services and Resources
Help Wanted

Display Advertising Managers
Homestore, a Leading Los Angeles Media Company, is scouting for dynamic & talented
individuals to become part of our growing and successful sales team. The
Homestore network includes Realtor.com, Homebuilder.com, Homestore Apartments &
Rentals, Homestyles Magazine, Welcome Wagon; where consumers
spend 80% of all home related minutes online. We require passion for sales, creativity,
and the ability to mentor and share best practices.

You will develop your vertical sales strategy and target prospects, qualify major account
list of agencies & clients; developing profitable advertising opportunities while
enabling clients to achieve their marketing and branding objectives.

What it takes! 3-5 years online/offline media sales experience. Strong national contacts
in one of the following verticals: Apartments, Automotive, Employment &
Education, Finance, Health & Pharmaceuticals, Home Building, Home & Garden,
Insurance, Moving & Storage, Real Estate, Retail & Commerce, Telecommunication
& Technology, Travel & Entertainment. Exceptional communication, presentation,
negotiation and closing skills, successful track record of new business with major
accounts and the highest level of professionalism.

$50-65K Base salary DOE
Well Into six figures at goal with no cap on earnings!

jobsbfk@homestore.com Please include job code DAM/BFK

Reuters, the largest news organization in the
world, is a leading provider of up-to-the-minute,
striking news pictures to the world's media. Our
international coverage spans breaking -news, sport,
business, fashion and entertainment.

PICTURES
LEAD SALES

We are looking for a top performer to expand our clit lit base
and sales revenues in North and South America working with
clients from a wide range of media publishers including
newspapers, magazines, web sites and advertising agencies.

Must have 7+ years experience in the pictures industry,
direct sales experience, and excellent connections within
the magazine and pictures industries. We seek excellent
communicators with good organizational and leadership
skills. Spanish and/or Portugese language skills preferred.

For a detailed job description and to apply for this position,
visit us at www.reuters.com/careers, click on 'Americas Jobs',
and see page 2 (Sales Specialist, New York, NY). EOE.

REUTERS

Market Intelligence Research Manager
Leading global event marketing agency is searching for a Market Intelligence Re-
search Manager to serve as primary research strategist for (the number one) infor-
mation technology client in the industry. You will co -design, manage, and execute
market research initiatives working with your evolving staff, outside sources, and
our client's Market Intelligence team. Projects will focus on understanding and ob-
taining competitive information, customer feedback, market segment preference.
and evaluating event marketing performance. You will provide analysis of data,
create standards for management reporting, and present to senior agency and client
executives through an on -going communications plan. Also, you will be the
lead liaison between our agency and the client's Marketing Intelligence function in-
terpreting client research on brand tracking, message testing, and competitive data
to our teams for implementation in our event marketing work, worldwide.

Requirements: 5 years of experience in marketing intelligence/research testing
different forms of marketing communication, preferably in the hi -tech industry and /
or event marketing discipline. Position requires, a proficiency in statistical analysis
and regression theory, developing analytics, and executive level oral and written
presentation skills. Must be able to provide world class client service skills in the
face of a diverse and demanding client base. A BA or BS in Marketing, Market Re-
search, or related field is a must, as is prior experience managing staff and
working with a global organization. Masters in Market Research strongly recom-
mended. Based in NY, but position will require additional travel. Please send resume
to:

Diane Gangi
The George P Johnson Company

50 Oliver Street, Studio Five,
North Easton, MA 02356
or dgangi@gpjco.com

DO YOU HAVE A PASSION FOR INNOVATION?
We are a Union Square/NYC-based New Products/Innovations Consultancy. V8
Splash, Dasani, ThermaCare and Cool Contact are just some of the products
we've helped create. Our small, creative company needs a high-energy person
who is detail -oriented, works well in an intimate, service business environment.
Must have at least 3 years relevant experience (account planning/consulting, etc.)
and an up-to-date awareness of brands, consumer trends, etc. Moderating experi-
ence a plus. Please forward resume and salary requirements to
resumes@consumereyes.com (No calls or faxes please.)

Consumer Eyes, Inc.
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HELP WANTED

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
At The Martin Agency, we believe a great agency has only two ingredients: the
talents of the people who contribute and the beliefs around which these people
rally. If you'd like to talk to one of the top agencies in the nation about your excep-
tional talents as an Account Executive, while learning about the values and beliefs
that make us one of the best places to work, then we'd love to hear from you!

The Martin Agency, located in Richmond, VA, is looking for an outstanding AE
with a packaged goods background. The ideal candidate will possess a minimum
of three years' experience working with large brands (the apparel industry is a
plus). Strong client relationship skills, proven proactive thinking and excellent
communication skills are a must. If we've just described you, please fax your
résumé to:

(804) 698-8900 or e-mail it to humanresources@martinagency.com.

Why Richmond? It's beautiful, it's fun, it's friendly and it's sane. The average com-
muting time is 22 minutes and the cost of living is considerably less than most ma-
jor cities. It's all the urban stuff you need without any of the headaches!

Media/Market
Research Analyst

Dow Jones & Company, publisher
of The Wall Street Journal, is
seeking a Market Research Analyst
to join our Marketing Communications
Department located at our midtown
Manhattan, NY office.

Responsibilities will include providing
research support to the national ad-
vertising staff by positioning The
Journal as a superior advertising me-
dium compared to its competition
through generation and analysis of
syndicated research, as well as de-
signing, executing and interpreting
primary studies

Candidates should possess a mini-
mum of three years' experience with
syndicated studies such as MRI,
Mendelsohn, JD Power and Intelli-
quest's CIMs, along with experience
using IMS or similar systems to ac-
cess these databases. Knowledge
of primary research procedures.
techniques and the ability to analyze
and present research results essen-
tial. Must possess excellent verbal
and writing skills, as well as computer
proficiency (MS Office). Previous
experience at a publication or ad
agency is preferred. BS degree re-
quired.

Dow Jones offers a competitive sal-
ary and an excellent benefits package
along with opportunities for career
growth. For consideration, please for-
ward your resume with salary expec-
tation to:

Dow Jones & Company
Human Resources Dept:

CA/GC/#101617
P.O. Box 300

Princeton, NJ 08543
e-mail: Archer2@dowjones.com

www.dowjones.com/careers
EOE

SENIOR
SALES

MANAGER
CUSTOM PUBLISHING

Prestigious division of an inter-
national magazine company seeks a
Senior Sales Manager to secure
custom publishing partnerships,
grow business with present clients,
negotiate contracts, develop
business plans and manage a team
of account executives. You must be
a polished presenter and excellent
negotiator with strong strategic
thinking skills. A proven track record
in closing deals and generating
revenue is required. This is a high
profile, high energy position with all
the challenges and rewards that
come with an undisputed leader. We
require Custom Publishing Sales
experience along with either
experience in advertising sales or
tenure at an advertising agency or in
brand management. We are an equal
opportunity employer dedicated to
promoting a culturally diverse work
environment. Please send resume
with salary requirements to:

BOX RP -636, 71 Fifth Avenue
5th Floor, New York, NY 10003

BE A DOER
Advertise in ADWEEK classi-
fieds, and you'll be rewarded
with responses. And maybe
more than that. Be a mover
and a shaker with ADWEEK
classifieds. Call NOW!

Call
1-800-7-ADWEEK

VICE PRESIDENT/BRANDING
Creative brand strategist needed to lead PR program for top pharma account. We

need a thinker and doer undaunted by challenges, with bold ideas for helping

leading Rx product break out of the medicine chest. Your proven ability to generate

soft news around a mature product is equally important to your agency or
pharma experience. Please send resume and salary requirements in confidence

to jobopsdc@ogilvypr.com. No relo.

Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide
1901 L. Street. NW, Washington D.C. 20036

EOE M/F/V/H

MEDIA BUYER
MEDIA BUYER - We're looking for an aggressive, experienced planner. Candidate
must have good negotiation skills in television, radio, and print and a solid knowledge
of planning and buying all media types. Traffic and account coordination
tasks, strong presentation, math, verbal and written skills and team work required.
Must be highly organized and detail -oriented and have the ability to multi -task &
think independently in a fast -paced environment. Corporate barter media experience
a plus. Proficiency in Microsoft Office programs (Excel wizard) a must. Competitive
salary and benefits and the opportunity to work with national clients. Room
for advancement. Located on the water in Miami Beach - - it could be a lot worse.
Phone calls welcome (352-867-1919) or e-mail resumes to:

miller@ igtcorporateservices.com

DIRECTOR,
Affiliate Finance

DIRECTOR,

Discovery Communications, Inc.,
the world's leading provider of high
quality, nonfiction entertain-ment, is
experiencing dynamic growth in
both the U.S. and international
markets. DCI has an opportunity
for both a Director, Affiliate Finance
and Director, Affiliate Controller to
join its Affiliate Finance team. Tide
and salary commensurate with exp-
erience. Please visit our website at
http://corporate.discovery.com for
specific details and application
procedures. EOE.

DISCOVERY
COMMUNICATIONS
INCORPORATED

CALL

ADWEEK CLASSIFIED AT

1-800-7-ADWEEK

ADVERTISE CALL I-800-7-ADWEEK

ADWEEK ONLINE:
FINDING THE RIGHT EMPLOYER

JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT FASTER

ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified Online at
adweek.com, the most comprehensive
and most up-to-date source of advertising.
marketing and media positions, has
several new features that will help you
streamlineandtargetyour search:

 Instant e -mall responses.Just by
clicking on an email link that
appears in many online ads, you
can send your resume, cover let-
ter, and other material in seconds
to a prospective employer. And
this means to confidential ads, too!

 Visit an employer's web page.
Many online ads have a direct link
to the company's website, so you
can learn more aboutthemfast.

 Direct links to the ADWEEK
MAGAZINES Archives. Just by
clicking on the company's name,
subscribers to ADWEEK Online's
premium services can search the
Adweek, Brandweek, Mediaweek,
and MC archives for news and
features about an employer. The
more you know, the smarter you'll
search.

VISIT ADWEEK.COM
In print and online,

ADWEEK MAGAZINES
Classified is

THE HIRE AUTHORITY

F?EACI-I YOUR AO COMMUNITY
WITH ADWEEK CLASSIFIED



YOUR ENTIRE INDUSTRY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!
All the critical data you need in the format you choose.

THE 2003 ADWEEK DIRECTORY Packed with over 6,500 Advertising
Agencies, PR Firms and Media Buying Services and more than 31,000 personnel. Detailed infor-
mation on each branch office including phone, fax, e-mail, URL, services, industries served,
billings, personnel, accounts, parent company and subsidiaries. Indexed by State/City, Type of
Organization and Parent Company. Special sections feature Agency Rankings, Name Changes,
Openings & Closings and Advertising Awards. Available in print, CD and online.

THE 2003 BRANDWEEK DIRECTORY With distinct information on
over 7,000 individual brands, it's the only resource of its kind. Provides address, phone, fax and
URL with over 20,000 personnel at both corporate and brand level. Listings also include media
expenditures, parent company, industry category and lead advertising agency. Indexed by
State/City, Brand Marketer and Industry Category. Plus the Top 2,000 SuperBrands ranked by
media expenditure in 41 industry categories. Available in print, CD and online.

THE 2003 MEDIAWEEK DIRECTORY The only single source for
information on Radio, Television, Cable, Out -of -Home, Magazines and Newspapers. 6,000+
individual listings and over 47,000 personnel for the Top 100 Local Media Markets, the top 300
Consumer Magazines, the top 150 Trade Magazines plus National Networks, Syndicators and Sales
Reps. Indexed by State/City, Call Letters, Format, Network Affiliation, Cable System Name, Out -of -
Home Service Type, Magazine Publisher and Newspaper Name. Available only on CD and online.

IQ 2003 DIRECTORY With information on over 2,100 companies and 9,000
personnel whose focus is digital media in marketing, this profiles virtually every key player and
business in digital marketing. Listing location, services, key personnel, phone, fax, e-mail, URL,
parent company, accounts, strategic alliances, branded interactive products and subsidiary
offices. Includes Advertising Agencies, Brand Marketers, Media/Telecommunications, CD-ROM,
Web Development/Online Services, Computer Software/Hardware, POP/Kiosk, Multimedia
Graphic Design and Consultants. Available only on CD and online.

MARKETER'Ss GUIDE TO MEDIA Compact and easy -to -use contain-
ing all the essential data needed for strategic media planning, presentations, sales pitches or
whenever you need accurate and up-to-date media analysis. A compilation of industry trends,
demographics and rates from the leading research companies, it is truly a one -of -a -kind
resource. Includes analysis and information on Broadcast TV, Syndicated TV, Cable, Radio, Out -
of -Home, The Teen Market, Promotion, Magazines, Newspapers, Online Services and Hispanic
Markets. Available only in print.

CALL 1-800-463-2395, FAX 646-654-5518 OR ORDER ONLINE @ www.adweek.com/directories

THEADWILDIRECTORIES

THE ADWEEK DIRECTORY

THE BRANDWEEK DIRECTORY

eADWEEK/BRANDWEEK DIRECTORIES

THE MEDIAWEEK DIRECTORY
IQ DIRECTORY

MARKETER'S GUIDE TO MEDIA

Order the database you want in the
format that works for you.

E Print & CD $399 E_ Online $699 Li Print/CD/Online $799
E: Print & CD $399 -1 Online $699 CI Print/CD/Online $799
D Print & CD $699  Online $1150  Print/CD/Online $1299
J CD $399  Online $699 D CD/Online $799

El CD $399 D Online $699 E CD/Online $799
1112002 Print $109 1112003 Print $129 (available in 3/03)

.4
Tri

Name Title
AWD203

1=1
L Payment Enclosed

Company (make check payable to ADWEEK Directories)

Charge my: 1--.1 VISA Li MC 1] AmExFri
Address

Card #
City State Zip Exp. Date

Phone Fax Signature

E -MailFri
Ce)

Add appropriate sales tax in NY, CA, TN, MA, IL,
NJ, PA, OH, VA and DC.

Please add $12 for shipping and handling.
Nature of Business
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Movers
MAGAZINES
G+J USA has named Marsha Greenberg
marketing director of Fast Company, a
new position. Previously, Greenberg was
executive producer at BR Creative
Group, where she led sales and mar-
keting for clients Reuters Media, WNBC,
NY1 and Paramount...Hachette Fili-

pacchi Magazines' Elle has filled two
new sales positions. Tova Bonem has
been made executive director of inter-
national fashion and Gabriela De
Hegedus has been named beauty direc-
tor. Bonem comes from Conde Nast
Publications, where she served as cor-
porate fashion director since 1999.
Prior to that, she was executive director
of international fashion at CN title Vanity
Fair. De Hegedus served as account
manager for fashion and beauty at
Chicago magazine.

RADIO
Judy Carlough has been named local
sales manager for WKLB-FM, Greater
Media's Country station in Boston.
Carlough was most recently a vp with
Arbitron...Thomas McSweeney was pro-
moted to regional director of sales,
Western region, for Hispanic Broad-
casting Corp. McSweeney was most
recently general sales manager of the
company's stations in San Diego. Also at
HBC, Monica Rabassa was named direc-
tor of marketing and special projects for
the company's four stations in Miami.
She had been marketing research direc-
tor at Cisneros Television Group...At Pre-
miere Radio Networks, the programming
arm of Clear Channel, Omar Thompson
was promoted to vp of marketing and
advertising, from director of marketing...
Susan Love has been named national
sales manager of Jones Media America,
responsible for Hispanic and African Am-
erican ad sales initiatives. She was pres-
ident of Global Media.

RESEARCH
At Arbitron, William McDonald has been
named to the new post of vp and chief
statistical officer. McDonald had been
director of research and analysis at Dun
and Bradstreet unit Winston Associates.
And Carol Hanley was promoted to se-
nior vp of advertiser and agency sales,
from vp of sales.

EDITED BY ANNE TORPEY-KEMPH

Quicktakes
WHAT HAD 600 EYES AND 1,800 RIBS?
Gourmet's Super Bowl party at Blue
Smoke. Some 300 fans of food and foot-
ball came out to the Danny Meyer eatery
in New York to watch the Raiders-
Buccaneers matchup and feast on tailgate
fare too good for the parking lot, includ-
ing St. Louis spare ribs, cheesesteak and
chili prepared by gourmet chefs. Who
would have thought of linking an upscale
food title with the ultimate gritty gridiron
contest? Giulio Capua, Gourmet's new
publisher, who cheered on the Bucs with
vocal backup from some of his guests, par-
ticularly Jason Fabini, New York Jets
offensive lineman, and New York Giants
linebacker Dhani Jones...If you think
Gourmet and the Super Bowl were an
unlikely pairing, consider Liza Minelli and

hubby David Gest
showing up at
Hollywood's Roxy
amid the tattooed
dudes partying to the
punk band at Stance
magazine's cover release
bash for Jack Osbourne.
Editor Ted Newsome still
can't figure out who they
knew...NBC might not
have the NBA anymore,

but it posted respectable ratings when it fea-
tured the "best athlete to emerge from the
state of Mississippi since NFL Hall of
Famer-to-be Jerry Rice." Hammer the bull,
who at 2,000 pounds outweighs his fellow
competitors by about 600 pounds, was the big
draw of the Peacock net's Pro Bull
Riding coverage on Jan. 25, help-
ing NBC Sports score a 2.3
overnight household rating in the
4-6 p.m. time period, compared
to CBS Sports' golf coverage
(1.6). Hammer had recently come
off an unridden streak of 23 of the
PRBA's top riders, and he didn't
disappoint in this event, knocking
his rider off just two seconds out
of the gate. NBC will be running
with the bulls several more times
between now and April...For its
recent Moda Italiana-Amore
Boheme event at the MaxMara

Gourmet's Capua (r.) and executive chef Sara Moulton
made fans out of NFL players Jones (I.) and Fabini.

Didn't stop at
The Shop: Hayek

Bull mark
ratings wi

et: NBC pulled fair
th PRBA event.

boutique on Madison Avenue, New York mag-
azine had invited director Baz Luhrmann to
share his experiences bringing Puccini's La
Boheme to Broadway. As the guests settled into
their seats, Luhrmann casually remarked to
New York publisher Alan Katz that he wasn't
completely comfortable with the angle of the
stage. Alan discreetly walked over to the stage
and single-handedly lifted and shifted it to
make his guest happy. And Luhrmann isn't
even an advertiser...Was it merely good man-
ners, or determination to meet a gorgeous A -
lister? Whatever the reason, a follow-up call
to Salma Hayek worked unexpectedly well

for Details publisher Bill
Wackermann. He'd invited
the Frida star, among many
celebs, to the mag's party at
The Shop during the recent
Sundance Film Festival in
Park City, Utah, but the
crowd was so overwhelming
when she pulled up that she
turned around and went
home. The next day,
Wackermann called her to
apologize, and she invited
him to meet her at a CNN
taping nearby. He even had
his picture taken with her. 

S
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EDITED BY LISA GRANATSTEIN

Don't Give Up on Us
Wenner Media reports big gains in Us' newsstand sales as it
opens talks with editor Bonnie Fuller to renew her contract

US WEEKLY LAST WEEK REPORTED A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN ITS NEWSSTAND SALES

to the Audit Bureau of Circulations, just as contract negotiations be-
tween publisher Wenner Media and Us editor in chief Bonnie Fuller
began in earnest. Fuller's one-year contract is due to expire the first

week of March. Given Us' impressive recent
circulation performance, an extended new con-
tract would appear to be in the best interests of
Fuller, Wenner and the company's publishing
partner on Us, the Walt Disney Co.

Us Weekly reported to ABC that its total paid
circulation in the second half of 2002 grew 19
percent to 1.1 million compared to the same
period a year earlier. Single -copy sales shot up

Fuller's current contract includes incentives
based on newsstand sales. The bonuses are said
to kick in whenever single -copy sales of Us sur-
pass 300,000 to 325,0000, according to sources
familiar with the situation.

By that measurement, Fuller has had a re-
warding first year at the helm. Wenner report-
ed that of the 22 issues of Us published during
the second half of last year, only two sold few-
er than 400,000 copies on stands. The Nov. 1
"Nicole & Russell" issue sold 392,000 copies,
and Nov. 25's "The Bachelor" edition moved
396,000. Us' best-selling issues in the latter half
of 2002 included Aug. 1's "J.Lo & Ben," which
sold 503,000 copies, and Dec. 23's "Britney &
Justin" (591,000). In January, Us raised its cir-
culation rate base from 950,000 to 1.05 million.

"Before Bonnie, we were clicking our heels
when [newsstand sales] got to 350,000.
Our expectation level is now 50 percent
higher," says Kent Brownridge, Wenner
senior vp/general manager. "Bonnie tru-
ly edits for the readers... [she] knows
them and is one of them."

Almost overnight, Fuller revitalized
the magazine, concocting a formula of
celebrities, style and entertainment news.
"We felt there was a hole in the market-
place," says Fuller. "We got positive feed-
back from the readers, and we were able
to build on that."

Wenner last year upped Us' newsstand draw
25 percent to 1.25 million and added 20,000
more display racks for a total of 130,000.

"It's a fantastic gain," Dan Capell, editor of
Capell's Circulation Report, says of Us' second-
half figures. "It's time to renew the editor."

Wenner executives would not comment on
the contract negotiations. Fuller is also circum-
spect, offering only: "I'm having a wonderful
time, and I'm thrilled to be here."

Us' ad business is also picking up momen-
tum. Over the first four issues of this year

American Idol Romance Revealed: jeAliell 4. Justin

rrric4

BRIT'S NEW SONG: CHRISTINA'S

IS II ANIHUSION? SURPRISE NEW MAN

BREAKING NEWS

&Jen

ilUnder ,
Pressult,

As questions "'
swirl, the real 'A

truth about th
golden couple's

life & love

Hot copy: Since joining
Us last March, Fuller has
driven strong newsstand
increases, thanks in
large part to her formula
of celeb news and style.

(through Feb. 3), ad pages are up 10.3 percent
to 75, reports the Mediaweek Monitor.

"Us has done a good job finding an identity
for that magazine," says Karen Jacobs, execu-
tive vp/director of print investment at Starcom
Worldwide. "I know what to expect when I
pick up that book, and that's always good news
for a magazine brand."

Despite Us' solid growth, its primary rival,
Time Inc.'s People, is more than holding its
own. Under managing editor Martha Nelson,
who moved over from In Style last April, the
weekly in the second half of 2002 had 16 con-
secutive issues that averaged a 60 percent sell-
through and sold an average 1.5 million copies
per issue. While the title is expected to report a
2.4 percent dip in total second -half circ to 3.6
million, People executives attribute the decline
to the huge numbers for two issues following
the Sept. 11 attacks, which together sold near-
ly 6 million copies. If average sales of 1.4 mil-
lion are substituted for those two blockbuster
issues, total paid circ in 2002's second half
would have been flat, People executives say, with
newsstand sales up 3.5 percent.

New celebrity entry In Touch Weekly, from
Bauer Publishing, will announce today that it
will raise its rate base from 250,000 to 350,000,
beginning with the April 14 issue. -LG

Bathing Beauties
Nat Geo heats up the stands
For decades, many young boys have come of
age thumbing through the pages of National
Geographic photo layouts of native peoples from
faraway lands. This month, those grown-up
boys may want to give the title another look as
it rolls out a newsstand -only swimsuit special
featuring a bounty of bathing beauties.

"This is something that is in keeping with
what National Geographic is all about," says edi-
tor in chief Bill Allen. "We've always looked at
cultural things around the world."

The 515,000 -circulation, large -format issue
offers a history of women's (and some men's)
swimwear-everything from corseted, full-
body dresses and bloomers of the early 1900s
to the minimalist thongs of today. Unlike the
flagship Nat Geo and its past specials, the swim-
suit special, scheduled to remain on newsstands
through April 28, is ad -free.

"We did try and go out and sell some ads,
but advertisers wanted to see it first," says NG
publisher Stephen Giannetti, who admits that
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Boys to men: In search

Madison Avenue
types had some
trouble getting their
heads around a Nat
Geo swimsuit issue.
Two other specials
this year will carry
ads, including the
"Treasures of
Egypt" issue in May.

The swimsuit
of males on newsstands special is Nat Geo's

fourth. The Society
began publishing newsstand -only specials in
December 2001; the most recent offering was
last November's "Best of Wildlife" issue.

Selling special newsstand editions is a rela-
tively new strategy for the 115 -year -old maga-
zine. Only in the past three years has National
Geographic made a serious foray onto the news-
stand, given that the magazine generates the
bulk of its readers via memberships to the
National Geographic Society. But the news-
stand has had some benefits. "We're attracting
a broader audience," says Allen. "It's a younger,
more diverse audience, and that's exactly what
I'm looking for."

Nat Geo's total circ fell 11.8 percent to 6.9
million in the second half of last year, according
to ABC. Single -copy sales grew 11.7 percent,
to 260,670.

Meanwhile, the latest swimsuit issue from
Time Inc.'s Sports Illustrated will hit newsstands
on Feb. 19. Launched in 1964, Si's swimsuit
franchise remains a goldmine. Advertisers are
guaranteed circulation of 4.5 million (versus
3.15 million for regular issues). On newsstands,
.57's swimsuit number averages sales of about
1.5 million, compared with about 90,000 for a
regular issue, according to SL Ad pages for this
month's swimsuit edition are expected to hit
115, up from 106 last year.

Finally, Dennis Publishing's Maxim will
serve up its fourth annual "Bikini Blitz" with its
February issue. -LG

Hot Wheels
Harris to roll out Rides
For readers in search of crazy cars and "boom -
in' systems," Harris Publications this spring
will serve up the ultimate guide.

The publisher of the hip -hop magazine
XXL in May will roll out Rides, an automotive
title lifted from the car section of the

Mediaweek Magazine Monitor
WEEKLIES February 3, 2003

NEWS/BUSINESS

ISSUE

DATE
CURRENT
PAGES

ISSUE DATE
LAST YEAR

PACES
LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

YTO
PAGES

YTD
LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

BusinessWeek 3 -Feb 50.13 4 -Feb 51.91 -3.43% 174.87 164.28 6.45%

The Economist 25 -Jan 52.00 26 -Jan 50.00 4.00% 143.00 15000 -4.67%

NewsweekE 3 -Feb 29.20 4 -Feb 24.60 18.70% 140.60 128.28 9.60%

The New Republic 3 -Feb 5.32 4 -Feb 8.16 -34.80% 26.13 23.98 8.97%

Time 3 -Feb 23.73 4 -Feb 27.25 -12.92% 149.57 155.80 -4.00%

U.S. News & World Report NO ISSUE 80.63 68.27 18.10%

The Weekly Standard 10 -Feb 8.50 11 -Feb 9.33 -8.90% 39.82 43.51 -8.48%

Category Total 168.88 171.25 754.62 734.12

SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek 3 -Feb 19.54 4 -Feb 19.96 -2.10% 86.75 89.37 -2.93%

Entertainment Weekly NO ISSUE 117.78 123.46 -4.60%

Golf World 31 -Jan 5.50 1 -Feb 12.16 -54.77% 59.33 95.56 -37.91%

New York 3 -Feb 19.90 4 -Feb 30.50 -34.75% 135.80 178.00 -23,71%

People 3 -Feb 62.21 4 -Feb 70.32 -11.53% 292.16 268.23 8.92%

Sporting News 3 -Feb 11.08 4 -Feb 16.83 -34.17% 54.58 64.36 -15.20%

Sports Illustratedt 3 -Feb 31.68 4 -Feb 69.72 -54.56% 137.47 191.71 -28.29%

The New Yorker 3 -Feb 29.68 4 -Feb 17.53 69.31% 131.23 107.21 22.40%

Time Out New York 29 -Jan 76.31 30 -Jan 48.88 56.14% 295.49 246.75 19.75%

TV Guide 1 -Feb 64.28 2 -Feb 52.56 22.30% 267.53 226.20 18.27%

Us Weekly 3 -Feb 28.83 4 -Feb 21.50 34.09% 74.67 67.67 10.34%

Category Total 349.01 359.96 -3.04% 1,652.79 1,658.52 -0.35%

SUNDAY MAGAZINES
American Profile 2 -Feb 8.10 3 -Feb 8.60 -5.81% 43.3C 44.30 -2.26%

Parade 2 -Feb 11.76 3 -Feb 8.42 39.67% 56.06 61.48 -8.91%

USA Weekend 2 -Feb 14.35 3 -Feb 16.15 -11.15% 56.21- 65.83 -14.51%

Category Total 34.21 33.17 3.14% 155.58 171.61 -9.34%

TOTALS 552.10 564.38 -2.17% 2,562.95 2,564.25 -0.05%

E=estimated page counts; 1=one fewer issue in 2003 than in 2002 CHARTS COMPILED BY AIMEE DEEKEN

150,000 -circulation bi-
monthly King, Harris' urban
answer to Maxim.

The 150,000-circ Rides
will target men 18 to 34 and
is expected to publish quar-
terly in 2004. "There's a lot
of guys out there with
`blinged-out' cars. The auto-
motive [industry] is getting
hipper. There's better design,
and they're pushing towards
the younger market," ob-
serves publisher Dennis
Page, who oversees Harris'
stable of five titles. "Rides will
be a cross between MTV's
Cribs and a hip Motor Trend."

Rides' editor in chief will
be Datwon Thomas, who will
continue to run King. Along
with updates on design, car
stereo systems and customizations, like King's
own car section, the magazine will feature a
host of celebrities, athletes and rappers. The
March/April issue of King spotlights NBA
hoop star Tracy McGrady in his Ferrari 360
Sider and rapper Snoop Dogg preening in his
custom-made "Snoop DeVille."

Rides will feature car -enthusiast
celebs like NBA star McCrady.

Harris has some stiff com-
petition in the car enthusiast
category. Primedia's Super
Street saw its paid circulation
rise 63.1 percent to 238,446 in
last year's second half, accord-
ing to ABC. Newsstand sales,
which account for the majority
of SS's circulation, soared 90
percent. Paid circulation for
Primedia's Low Rider grew 2.1
percent, to 224,743.

Some media buyers see
Harris' urban -market focus as a
smart move. "They've attempt-
ed to answer some of the criti-
cism that's been leveled at the
publishing industry for a long
time," says Doug Alligood,
BBDO senior vp/special mar-
kets. "Most publishers realize
[urban-themed] magazines are

not going to grow very big. What [Harris] has
attempted to do is get niches of 150,000- and
250,000 -circulation magazines. Put them to-
gether, and you have a powerhouse."

While Page has just begun selling ads for
Rides, he says the title already has some early
commitments, including Dodge. -LG
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At Deadline
(continued from page 3)

1 NAT GEO TV TO GET INTO KIDS EDU-TAINMENT
With last week's news that National Geographic Television &
Film is launching a production arm for kids programming, Donna
Friedman Mier, who was hired as president of the division,

assured media buyers the projects won't
too closely resemble social studies class.
"My experience is in producing commercial-
ly successful shows so, first and foremost,
that is my charge, but they will be under-
lined with substance that is consistent with
the brand," said Friedman Mier, who most
recently ran programming for Kids WB. It's a
smart move for Nat Geo to focus more on
entertainment and less on education,
according to John Wagner, media director
and lead kids negotiator for Starcom.
"These kids do a lot at school, so after

school they want something different," said Wagner, adding that
"it's always great to have more options, but edu-tainment pro-
gramming is not going to threaten Nickelodeon's numbers." Sim-
ilarly targeted Discovery has struggled slightly in the edu-tain-
ment arena with its Saturday morning block on NBC. Since its
October launch, the Discovery block has grown its target audi-
ence of kids 6-11 by 197 percent to deliver 341,000 and grown
the 9-14 audience 91 percent to 277,000 compared to the
teen fare that previously aired on NBC. But the block remains
ranked sixth among boys 6-11 and fifth among girls 9-14 com-
pared to other networks on Saturday morning. As far as Fried-
man Mier is concerned, the market is broad for National Geo-
graphic kids product, which could end up at any number of TV
outlets-Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, National Geographic
U.S.-or movie studios. Replacing Friedman Meir at Kids WB is
John Hardman. He was promoted to senior vp of programming
and development, from vp.

1 FOX SPORTS NET VETERAN DOLGIN EXITS
Tracy Dolgin, president of Fox Sports Net and one of its
founders, resigned last week. Bob Thompson, president of
Fox Sports Networks, will add oversight of Fox Sports Net to
his duties. Fox Sports Net is a partnership between Fox
Sports and Cablevision Systems Corp.'s Rainbow Media. Dol-
gin served with Fox for 10 years and was named president of
Fox Sports Net in 2000, after three years as its COO. Before
joining Fox Sports Net, Dolgin was executive vp of marketing
for both Fox Sports and Fox Broadcasting Co.

1 POWELL WON'T ATTEND OWNERSHIP HEARING
Federal Communications Commission chairman Michael Pow-
ell last week said the other four commissioners will attend a
Feb. 18 University of California forum on media ownership reg-
ulations. Powell said other commitments will prevent him from
attending, but he will send senior staff. Meanwhile, Sens.
Mike DeWine (R -Ohio) and Herb Kohl (D-Wis.), who lead the
Senate's antitrust subcommittee, in a Jan. 28 letter told Pow-
ell they will monitor his agency's ongoing ownership review.

I MOVIELINE RENAMES TO REFLECT LIFESTYLE
Movieline magazine will change its name to Movieline Holly-
wood Life with its May issue and will cover more of Holly-
wood's luxury lifestyle. The 10 -times -yearly Line Publications
title redesigned last July and broadened its celebrity coverage
beyond film to include fashion, travel and music. It reduced
its circulation rate base by 50,000 to 250,000 last June. The
title closed 2002 down 24.5 percent to 285 ad pages.

1 VERIZON TEAMS UP WITH 8 SIMPLE RULES
In another example of marketers going beyond traditional adver-
tising to reach jaded TV viewers, Verizon Wireless this week is

partnering with ABC for a sweep-
stakes built around sitcom 8 Sim-
ple Rules for Dating My Teenage
Daughter. The promotion, for Veri-
zon Wireless' teen -skewing Get it
Now services, requires viewers to
watch the show and then go to
abc.com, where they answer
questions about how characters
on the program used a Verizon
Wireless phone during the Feb.
11 episode. Meredith Momoda,
vp of integrated marketing and
promotions for ABC, said the
episode, which features Nick
Carter of the Backstreet Boys,

features all of the main characters using various phone fea-
tures. ABC's last tie-in of this sort was in December when Kay
Jewelers was featured in an episode of Life With Bonnie, though
there was no sweepstakes element. Eight winners get a grand
prize of an LG VX4400 Get It Now-enabled color wireless phone
and $8,000 worth of Verizon Wireless service. Eighty second -

place winners also will get the phones.

8 simple rules
Tue., Feb., LI s /I 7c

obc

Calling all viewers: Verizon
ties in with 8 Simple Rules.

1 ADDENDA: Sen. John McCain (R -Ariz.) last week intro-
duced legislation to grant tax breaks on the sales of broadcast
stations to minorities. The bill drew praise from the National
Association of Broadcasters and FCC chairman Michael
Powell...Bob Guccione Jr.'s Gear magazine and J. Walter
Thompson's Brand Entertainment Group have formed a joint
venture to produce TV programming. The first project is a half-
hour music series called Conversations, with musicians inter-
viewing each other. Production will begin by late spring...
SmartMoney editor Peter Finch has joined Golf Digest and Golf
World as senior editor, travel and special projects. Finch had
been at the Hearst/Dow Jones title since 1992 and leaves six
months after Edwin Finn, president and editor of Dow Jones'
Barron's, was made chairman/editor in chief of SmartMoney...
Marketing and programming executive Roger Marmet has been
named senior vp/general manager of TLC. He has been acting
gm since April 2002, when former network head Jana Bennett
left for a position at the BBC...National radio rep firm Jones
MediaAmerica said last week it will represent national sales
for Syndicated Solutions, which syndicates 25 radio shows.
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Let My Letters Go
MEDIA PERSON WANTS TO THANK GARY DEEB, FORMER MEDIA

critic with two Chicago newspapers, for providing an idea that Media
Person could steal. Deeb has put up for sale on eBay a collection of 22
letters written to him over the years by local radio personalities in re-

sponse to his work.
Last time MP checked online, the "current

bid" was $280, a sum that surely must increase
dramatically before the auction deadline. How
could it not with authentic missives from such
luminaries as Chuck Swirsky, Wally Phillips,
Connie Szerszen and the ever -fascinating
Chet Coppock?

Naturally, Media Person has been saving
his own correspondence over the course of his
illustrious career and, inspired by Deeb, he's
decided to allow you, his faithful readers, to bid
on this trove containing messages from the
greats and near -greats of our era...as well as
the ingrates and a few who just grate.

The object here is not simply to profit
Media Person (though who could argue with
that worthy goal?) but to benefit his loyal read-
ers, many of whom constantly beg for an MP
keepsake, some rag or scrap or bit of debris that
could be treasured for having once touched the
actual living flesh of the master. Here are just a
few of the rare gems that lie waiting for you in
the MP Collection, many from household
names glimpsed at an early stage:

Don Hewitt: One letter personally typed
on erasable bond with a Smith -Corona por-
table by the young but cocky CBS producer,
discussing his new show, 60 Minutes. Pure
Hewitt, salty and direct, containing such mem-
orable lines as "Tell you one thing, pal; I sure
as hell don't want to be doing this crap when
I'm 40."

Arianna Huffington: Sarcastic "thanks -a -
lot" letter in response to MP column advising
her to dump her dumb politician hubby and
join the media. "I love my husband and can
think of no better work than helping elect him
to high office. Turn myself into a liberal and
become a pundit? I'd rather die." Hand-writ-
ten, apparently by a servant, on heavy, creamy

Tiffany stationery with letterhead embossed in
real gold.

Ozzy Osbourne: Almost completely illegi-
ble letter scrawled with purple Magic Marker
pen in the margins of a 1982 issue of High
Times. Descriptions of erotic, violent halluci-
nations experienced while on hashish, Ecstasy
and Contac. Also bears autographs of several
groupies. Extremely poor condition.

Dr. Phil: Packet of 16 letters pleading with
MP to "use your influence to get me on the
Oprah show." Then a used -car salesman, Dr.
Phil strongly felt that one guest shot would be
enough to make his career. "With my 'gift of
gab,' I can talk that nave, trusting woman into
believing I'm an expert on human behavior,"
he writes in one amazingly candid, very emo-
tional letter, vowing "to do anything you say,
anything at all." Hand -typed under letterhead
of Harry Wu's Honda-Sales & Service, Bing-

ing whether he had the appropriate tempera-
ment for public office. Colorful description of
"death -choke" hold writer intends to demon-
strate on MP "should I ever find occasion to
meet up with your sorry ass." Form letter on
WWF stationery. Excellent condition.

Jennifer Lopez: Two letters, both hand-
written on perfumed (Untamed by Avon) sta-
tionery with embossed J Lo logo featuring
Puffy Combs caricature of her fabled rump.
One accuses Media Person of "betraying me
with that tramp Mariah Carey," the second
forgives MP and grovels abjectly, apologizing
for "falling for that rumor started by that jeal-
ous bitch Catherine Zeta -Jones" and vowing
"eternal love for all time." Good condition
except for tear stains.

George W. Bush: Hastily scribbled social
note on White House stationery graciously
rejecting Media Person's plea for help in gain-
ing Skull & Bones membership as expressed in
satirical column on the subject. "Alums really
don't have that much juice on pledge picks," he
writes. "Besides, you have to be a Yale under-
grad and anyway, Bones isn't all it's cracked up
to be, though the secret initiation rites, involv-

Messages from the greats and near -greats of our
era...as well as the ingrates and a few who just grate.

hamton, N.Y. Real collector's item! Very valu-
able some day.

Henry Kissinger: Picture postcard hand-
written, apparently in haste, by the then Sec-
retary of State, postmarked Peking. Good like-
ness of Chairman Mao on stamp, scenic photo
of Great Wall on other side. Always the kid-
der, Henry K. knocked off this quick note:
"Dear Person: NY Post correspondent just read
me your filthy, lying trash. I despise you with
great sincerity. Here is what I think of you."
Poor condition, yellow stain, odd smell.

Jesse Ventura: One letter, showing typical-
ly impulsive reaction to MP column question-

ing handcuffed nude debutantes, are a blast."
Bill O'Reilly: Letter on "Spin Zone" sta-

tionery beefing about MP column calling him
an "obnoxious, foaming loudmouth know-it-
all." Interesting all -caps paragraph containing
frequent use of phrase "AM NOT!!! YOU
ARE!!!" Fair condition. Some spotting, ap-
pears to be dried spittle.

Dick Clark: Partially encoded letter appar-
ently mailed to MP by mistake and intended
for Mick Jagger. May contain secret of eternal
youth. Fascinating document for those with
cryptographic talent. Hand-written in blood,
probably that of a vampire bat.
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